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The Image of Fairfield

Orientation program welcomes all new students
by Lauries Beloin
Over Labor Day weekend, Fairfield students
joined together to welcome the class of 1989.
Orientation 1985, under the direction of Mike
Steed, Donna Riccardi, Mia Maddox, and Regina Scurlock proved to be as successful as in
past years. The commitment of the 257 upperclassmen who cut short their summer vacations
was evident as they unloaded cars, handed out
freshman packets and explained how to open
mailboxes.
Jeanne Osborn of Student Services has directed the joint programs of Freshman and Transfer Orientations for the past four years. In
addition, she serves as Judicial Officer for the
University. She explains that the combination
is a natural one. The majority of the work for
Orientation occurs during the summer, while her
judicial duties occupy her time during the school
year.
The work for Orientation began last January.
This year 21 candidates were interviewed by
Jeanne and last year's Freshman Orientation cochairs. Meg Geary and John Mancici. After the
decision was made, Donna and Mike then began interviewing for the twenty sub-chair positions, also filled by juniors. Orientation
Assistants and committee workers were then
chosen. Although Orientation is traditionally a
junior class event, this year 110 freshman applied for committee positions, twenty of whom
were chosen. This enthusiasm among the freshmen was seen as proof from Jeanne of the impact that Orientation had on them.
Jeanne maintains that the driving force behind
the program is the co-chairs and sub-chairs. She
sees herself mainly as a reference for them on
school policy and financial matters. The students
"design, implement, and carry out the entire program." Every year Jeanne attends a national conference, this year in Scottsdale, Arizona, for
fellow Orientation directors. They share new
ideas and trends in student interests. She passed
these ideas on to Donna and Mike, along with
a blank schedule of the three days of Orientation and the basic information that is available.
The freshman program includes a full schedule for the three day period. On Sunday, the first
day of Orientation, there was a mass and par-

ent's reception, and later a welcome by Father
Kelley and members of Campus Ministry. The
evening ended with a comedy show featuring
three Boston-area comedians. Monday morning
was set aside for small group meetings and tours
of the campus with Orientation Assistants, while
the afternoon featured sports events on Campion field including an obstacle course, egg toss,
volleyball and the greased-pole climb. The upperclassmen were victorious in every event. After the pole climb, WVOF sponsored a trivia
contest.

Monday night included dancing to the music
of Full House and ice cream from Timothy's.
The theme throughout the program was "Set Sail
to Your Future" and the dance attire was tropical.
Jeanne emphasizes that Orientation is not for
Freshmen alone. It is to prepare all new students,
including transfers and foreign exchange students. Transfers arrived on Monday and broke
into their own groups for tours of town and campus. They also participated in the athletic activities and the dance at night.

Orientation prepares the new student both academically as well as socially. "We want them
to realize that they made the right choice in Fairfield University," Jeanne said. Schedules were
distributed Monday and the Orientation Assistants went over the abbreviations with the students. Tuesday's schedule included departmental
academic meetings and then personal meetings
with advisors. As one Freshman remarked, "It's
a good thing that we have academic meetings
tomorrow (Tuesday). We were beginning to
have too much fun."

After being greeted at Bellarmine Pond, freshmen and their parents were met outside the campus center.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

F.U.S.A. President English
Plans Many Changes
by Gareth Charter
While many of us relaxed during the summer,
Jim English and his F.U.S.A. staff were working hard on preparations for an activity-filled
year. The best way to find out about these activities is through the new F.U.S.A. calendar.
The president feels that these clear, easy-to-read
calendars, available each month, will halt last
year's gripe by many students that they didn't
know what events were going on. To combat
this, the calendar will be disributed all over campus, plus the beach and townhouses, and will
be available at the F.U.S.A. office.
Diversity is the main ingredient of the features
on the calendar. September 14th's trip to the Big
"E" is an immediate example. Naturally, dances
are scheduled, but Jim English feels that the
bands featured, such as The Stompers, will attract people also. The Ramones and N.R.B.Q.
are unofficially slated right now, but let's be optimistic. English added that "if we can't have an
event we'll bring people to events," and thus the
number of trips has been increased from last
year. Comedy will be showcased on the third
Friday of every month and daytime programming will be held every Monday, including September 23rd which is blank on this month's
calendar.
The folding of the Film Society last year left
the campus virtually without movies. F.U.S.A

has planned a string of quality movies that will
attract different audiences, in hopes of putting
what English feels is an important part of campus social life back on its feet. Tickets for these
events will be sold each week behind the altar
in the Campus Center on Tuesday or Wednesday .
F.U.S.A. will not be solely concerned with
staging events this year, though. Jim English
says that "success for us this year will be met
if we motivate more interest, which we feel we
can do by presenting more information and more
ipportunities." Virtually every club is connected with F.U.S.A. in some way, and thus the organization is expanding its efforts to improve
the clubs this year, which will in turn improve
F.U.S.A. Last Tuesday's Operation Participation was the beginning of this process. The goal
in mind is to get each student involved in at least
one activity, and, in the words of the F.U.S.A.
leader, "give each member responsibility so that
he or she is an active member and not just a committee member." He added that there are enough
places for work to do this.
Jim English and his staff have been working
on many different changes, yet they all have a
common emphasis on you, the student. Whether
or not these changes enable you, the student, to
have a more enjoyable year or not will determine the fruits of F.U.S.A.'s labor.

Cars poured onto campus, Sunday.

[Photo by Karen Haney]

Stag-Her Policies Altered
by Chris Tyler
With the rise in the drinking age in the state
of Connecticut, there have been new policies
adopted with respect to Oakrooms and the StagHer Inn.
According to Jim English, F.U.S.A. president, alcohol will not be allowed at such events
as Dogwoods and Harvest. The formerly BYOB
events will be 'dry' with the exception of the StagHer Inn, which will be open and will serve alcoholic beverages. According to English, the
Stag-Her Inn will operate in a similar manner
as the cash bar at the upstairs events did.

The Stag-Her Inn will also nave icsiiicieii
hours for serving alcohol during the week and
the weekend, but Thursday night alcohol will
be served throughout the evening. On the other
occasions alcohol will be served only between
the hours of 4 and 8 in the afternoon. Other
changes at the Stag-Her Inn include 'dry'
weekends and partitioned evenings of alcohol
sales.
Engl ish also added that F. U. S. A. has planned
a great number of activities for both legal and
non-legal students. Events include trips to Shea
Stadium, and outdoor movies. English hopes that
F.U.S.A.'s move to provide more activities for
all students will be a success.
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News
New phone system aids switchboard
Human Resources/Personnel
254-4080
Management Training Institute .... 254-4170
Playhouse
254-4010
Rec-Plex Reservations
254-4141
Rec Center Information
254-4140
School Of Business
254-4070
School Of Graduate and
Continuing Education
254-4110
Evening Division
254-4220
School Of Nursing
254-4150
Special Events
254-4242
Campus Center/Information
254-4222
WVOF
254-4111
The Prep Admissions
254-4210
Attendance Office
254-4200

by Chris Tyler
Fairfield University recently announced that
it was changing its old phone numbers to a more
business like number. The change in the phone
number now allows for direct dialing all across
campus: The old number which is ho longer in
effect, was changed to 254-4000 on July 1st of
this year. The following is a list of the direct
dialing numbers on campus available at press
time.
Undergraduate Admissions
254-4100
.254-4040
Athletics
254-4050
Campus Ministry
Graduate School; of Corporate
and Political Communication. .254-4180

BOOS

CHEERS

To packing and moving, gaain... for some
however this may be the last time until the last
move into the real world ... To the power outage on Tuesday night. . .the lack of electricity
kept us from studying and let our beer get
warm. . .TotheWvof Trivia Contest. . .If you
accept Webster's definition, then it was just thatof little significance. No one needs to hear this
kind of bradcasting at any wattage. . .To
whoever's stealing the plants from the Campus
Center... the University shelled out a great deal
of money to beautify the lobby, keep it that way.

To the start of the semester and the eternal
hopes of that 3.5 . . .this going to be that
semester, right folks?. . .To all the parties that
greeted the returning and new students.. .you
just can't beat that feeling you get from being
welcomed back. . .To finally settling in and getting unpacked. . .its something of hassle, but
there are alot of good times accompanied with
it. . .

Bicycle security program starts
One of the pieces of artwork that was left at Fairfield University in the previous academic year has left Fairfield University's campus for an indefinite period of time. "Rosie"
was a modern art sculpture that was originally placed at Bellarmine pond and then
later moved to Kostka Hall. Rosie went to an art show in Boston this summer and apparently has been loaned to a museum in the Boston area. Other art developments
across campus include the paintings across campus include the painting of Criss-Cross
V to a brilliant color of primary yellow.

Now's the Perfect
Time to Stop In!
Open Thurs. Nites til 8:00

JcUnjCeld

SUUIMVU

Back to School Supplies

Social Stationery

.. . Pens, Calculators, Notebooks,
Paper, Pencils.

Hallmark Cards

and printing
and Gifts

Commercial Office Needs
. . Computer and Copier Supplies,
Office Furniture.

Connecticut Lotto

Free Delivery to Commercial Accounts

1533 POST RD., FAIRFIELD • 255-2444

The Fairfield University Department of Security wants to remind students with bicycles that
they can register them at the Security Department Monday through Fridayfrom 8a.m. until
12 midnight. The bicycle registration will then
be entered into the computer with the Fairfield
Police Department and the Security Department's records.

In the event a bicycle is stolen and recovered,
it can be traced through the registration and
returned to the owner. Fairfield Police Department last year alone, had over 50 bicycles recovered that could not be traced to the owners
because they were not registered. So take five
minutes and stop by to register your bicycle.

Campus Newslines
The New York Education Department says
St. George University, whose students the 1983
Grenada invasion was meant to save (including
one Fairfield University student), along with one
Mexican and two other Caribbean med schools,
no longer meet state standards.
The decision means St. George students, about
400 of whom are New York residents, must
complete theirthird and fourth year clinical training elsewhere. *******
Student protestors plan to attach antipornography letters to the magazine's October
issue, which features coeds from Stanford and
other Pac 10 schools.
*******
Students Opposed to Pornography (STOP)
originally wanted Playboy to enclose the October
issue with anti-porn flyers in a manila envelope.
*******
Basketball player Benny Anders won't play
ball this season and must serve three years' probation for pointing a gun at a man who disturbed
his solitary basketball game on campus May 20.

ATT»*riOM*
Ordio*. vOeRK S\Mfcs| "ScteV
SertKSSS- Sept. 2*, t*SS

.n-,-j_

New college students stand a 15 percent
chance of catching the disease by the end of this
school year, researchers say.
They blame the epidemics of recent years on
a weak vaccine distributed between 1957 and
1967 and the large number of unimmunized
young adults.
*******
After 30 years. Harvard plans to drop the Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) as a
graduate business school entrance requirement,
calling the scores overemphasized.
The move follows Johns Hopkins' recent decision to drop the Medical College Admissions
Test and several other schools' plans to eliminate
standardized entrance tests.
*******
The Census Bureau says a 10-year decline in
total school enrollment may forcast slipping college enrollment, but returning adult students
pushed up college populations 45 percent between 1970 and 1981.
College enrollment went from 7.4 million in
1970 to 10.7 million in 1981.
At the same time, students' median age
climbed from 27.9 years to 31.2, and the number of students younger than 22 slipped to 48
percent.
(space) College, top jobs less likely for Blacks
from segregated schools
A 20-year study shows black high school grads
of desegregated schools are more likely to go
to college and land white-collar or professional
jobs than students from segregated schools.
*******
For the first time since World War II, med
school enrollment dropped in 1984-85, a new
study shows. Law and veterinary medicine
schools also noted declines. * While more women are attending all-female colleges - 25 percent more in the last decade - there are only
three all-male schools left in the nation. * Allmale Washington and Lee University went coed
this year and boosted freshman applications 62
percent.
sldi^ila : ... .v.
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Lightning
Strikes
Campus
by Stephen J. Humes
Lightning struck a utility pole on Tuesday
night causing a major power failure, significant
damage to a power transformer on campus, and
cancelling all classes for Tuesday night, university officials reported.
Vice-president Student Services William P.
Schimpf stated that the power went off on campus at 8:10 p.m. and was restored at midnight.
The power in the townhouses went on at 9:40
because the townhouses have an independent
power source from the university's system.
One building not affected by the outage was
the Campus Center, which has its own emergency generator. Seilers Food Service served
sandwiches and drinks for free, and the Campus Center staff set-up the Mets game on big
screen TV, reported Jim Fitzpatrick, Director
of the Campus Center. "This wasn't the worst
one though,"said Fitzpatrick. "We had one in
the summer in 1982 during the Special Olympics and all the kids had just gone to bed."(Fairfield University hosted Connecticut Special
Olympics during the summers until this year
when it was held at UCONN.)
By early morning Wednesday, university electricians were still assessing the damages, and
expected it would take a day to repair it, one
official reported.

Housing Problem touches students
by Stephen J. Humes
Maintenance crews stopped routine-fixing and
started moving bedroom furniture into lounges
last week to complete final preparations for opening day, one official said. The move was a
response to this year's housing shortage. Director of Student Residences, Richard Rossi, announced last week that some lounges would be
used to house freshmen until room space can be
made available. Housing uses lounges for
bedrooms in the event of an overflow.This year,
28 eight woman and 20 men will be housed
lounges. The dormitory lounges affected are:
All four Claver lounges, four lounges in Jogues
Hall, two Campion lounges and two Gonzaga
lounges. Rossi said. He added that students will
be placed in rooms as soon as possible, prefera-

bly in the same building. But if rooms become
available in another building sooner, the students
will be moved in an effort to find them rooms
quicker. Normally, each lounge is designated
as for student study use. But the lounges were
transformed in the last week before arrival day
by work crews. Furniture from storage was
brought to the lounges. Other activities preparing for the arrival day included repairs on the
walkways through the residential section of campus called "the quad." Aloysius P. Kelley,
university president said last week. The walkways were expanded to handle the high volume
of student traffic, and a large flower pot was installed outside Gonzaga Hall. "We have a'
tiful campus and makwe're trying t
students."

IN MEMORY

The Mirror wishes to extend its
deepest regrets and condolences
to the family, friends and classmates of Adriano Baldini, Class
of '86, who died September 6, 1985
at his home in Cape Elizabeth,
Maine. May he rest in peace.
The famous "Instant Closet" was once again put into action as the overflow of students
necessitated their use once again.

Campus Facelift A Welcome Change

Fairfield's bookstore changes its image.

[Photo by Karen Haney]

This summer extensive work was done all over campus to replace windows in many of the
buildings including this work done to the East stairway of the Canisius Hall.
[Photo by Stephen J. Humes]

Even the Mirror office was renovated and upgraded with a new computer system
[Photo by Stephen J. Humes]

Bridgeport Scholarship
The Bridgeport Rotary Club has announced
that one-year scholarships for study in a foreign
country are available to outstanding graduate and
undergraduate students through the Rotary International Foundation. Special scholarships are
also available to teachers of the handicapped,
journalists and those involved in a vocational
trade.
The scholarships are for the 1986-87 academic
year, and applications must be submitted by October 1. The scholarships pay for transportation,
tuition and living expenses. A scholarship may
be used for any field of study. Sophomores and
juniors are eligible.

Applicants for the graduate scholarships must
have a bachelor's degree and be between 18 and
28 years old. Undergraduate scholarship applicants must be in thir junior or senior year of college and be between 18 and 24 years old.
Journalism scholarship applicants must be between 21 and 50 years old, and have either two
years media experience or completed two years
of study injournalism. Onlyalimited numerof
formal applications are available for interested
Fairfield students, they are available from the
University's Financial Aid Office, Loyola 13.
Completed applications must be returned prior
to October 1.

Alterations to the Campus Center include this new Electronic Announcement board.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

South Africa lit course offered
Fairfield students will have a chance to hear
South African opinion-makers this Fall with the
schedule appearances of Athol Fugard and
DonaldWoods. They will also have a chance to
see a Fugard play, 'Bloodknot,' at the Yale
Repertory Theater, sponsored by a number of
groups on campus.
Perhaps the most thorough exposure to the
South African situation will be a special course

offered by me School of Continuing Education
this fall: English 397 —South African Literature,
taught by David Rosenberg will review the
works of Athol Fugard, NadineGordimer, Alan
Paton and others, in what promises to be a revealing exploration of the world's most starcrossed society. Check with Continuing ED,
Canisius 9. for further information about this
three-credit course.
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Editorial
A Liberal Question
Communication concerns many, especially now that the university is offering a new
major in 'Communication Arts.' This new program was much-needed considering especially the fact that the Graduate School of Corporate and Political Communication, has
operated for 19 years. The controversy begins, as one university administrator said, over
the question of quality of education in the the area of communication. Should students
be taught mostly theory or mostly practice in the area of communication? The solution
to this question comes from the theory of liberal education itself. Why should a welleducated liberal thinker worry about how to operate a camera when the more important
concern should be over what the camera can do. He shouldn't. The liberal experience
itself should be the guiding factor behind outlines for the curriculum in Communicaton
Arts. Many believe in the liberal experience because of the strength one receives from
it. State schools can educate with fantastic equipment and the most specialized majors.
Students leave these schools with advanced experience in a limited area. But this experience may be worthless for the student after a few years or the second job interview.jBut liberal arts education can accomplish much more. Many believe liberal
experience is so strong because the diversity of the education contributes to the ability
to solve complex problems in real life. It is similar to the scientific principle of'hybrid
vigor.' Animals are strengthened by mixing of genetic material in the wild. These various genes help them to survive by preparing them for unexpected encounters.;Encountering the wild is what our education should prepare us for. That's why we chose Fairfield
University. But some have expressed doubt over this university's committment to education in the area of communication. While this start is commendable, one should note
that only four of the five areas of concentration were granted the university for accrediting. The fifth area, journalism, was denied the university. This means the university
cannot confer a degree in Communication Arts with a concentration in journalism. The
new program in communications needs work. The university should take action now
to establish a well-staffed department, settle disputes on the curriculum in communication, and receive permission to confer degrees with a journalism concentration This important area of education must be improved. After all, we are the fourth Jesuit University
in the country.

Inside Student Legislature

3-* *'

by Fran Reed
F.U.S.A. is the acronym which stands for
the Fairfield University Student Association.
The Student Association is Fairfield University's official undergraduate student government.
Payment of the mandatory activity fee ($35.00)
entitles each student to membership in F.U.S.A.
The Student Association is divided into three
branches, Executive, Legislative and Judicial,
which work individually and collectively in order
to improve the quality of life for all students at
Fairfield.
The activities of all campus organizations, as
' well as social and cultural events are underwritten to some degree by F.U.S.A. The Executive
branch coordinates overall programs, and the
Student Legislature allocates funds necessary for
their implementation.
In addition to social activities, F.U.S.A. addresses the academic needs of the student body
in order to enhance student life within the Fairfield Community.
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The F.U.S.A. office is located in the basement of the Campus Center (B-41, 42, 43) and
is open daily. Always feel free to stop by.
The Executive President of F.U.S.A. is elected through a campus-wide election in February
each year. He serves as the official spokesman
for the undergraduate student body. The President is empowered to appoint a Cabinet to assist him in the performance of his duties and
oversees all programming while keeping students informed of upcoming events. Each Cabinet member must be approved by the
Legislature.
The Legislature is made up of representatives
elected by each residence hall, the commuters,
and the off-campus boarders (including Townhouses). Elections are held early in October. At
weekly meetings, legislators represent the student body while voting on bills; appropriating
F.U.S.A. funds; conducting the investigations;
and approving various F.U.S.A. officials and
delegates. The Legislative President runs all official Legislature meetings and oversees and is
responsible for all legislative activities.
In addition, legislative representatives also become specialists in a particular area by serving
on one of three Legislative Standing Committees. ,.
Government Operations sponsors legislation
dealing with most campus issues and student concerns. It also oversees the financial operations
of the Executive Branch and student organizations.
Appropriations serves as hearing board for
financial requests from student clubs and activities, authorizing funds to those organizations
with constitutions approved by the entire Legislature.
Judiciary interviews all prospective F.U.S.A.
officials; student delegates to various tripartite
bodies in the Legislature; approves or rejects
all new constitutions or amendments proposed
by campus activities; confirms or rejects all
nominees to the Student Court and the Judicial
Board.
Finally, the third co-equal branch of F.U.S.A.
is the Student Court which consists of a Chief
Justice and eight Associate Justices. Each is
nominated by the President and confirmed by
the Legislature. Terms run until graduation or
resignation. The Court serves as the court of first
instance for those accused of minor infractions
of University policy.
Watch for my column in the upcoming issues
of the Mirror. If you have any. questions, comments or ideas, see me in the F.U.S.A. office
or drop them in Box P in care of me.

■LettersWVOF Trivia Hurts
Dear Editor, If my memory does not fail me,
the purpose of the Freshmen Orientation Trivia
Contest has traditionally been to entertain and
welcome Freshmen. However, this year the only
people entertained seemed to be those involved
in the broadcast, and only at the expense of
others. Many of the Freshmen for whom the
show was produced found it highly offensive and
personally insulting.
In particular, Gonzaga I was not only treated
rudely and insulted over the public airwaves,
but also was made to feel most unwelcome. In

addition, several minority groups here at Fairfield were insulted more than once.
Those of us listening were shocked and appalled at the comments being made. We cannot
help but wonder, did W.V.O.F. achieve their
goal?
Respectfully Submitted,
Jackie Caufield
Debbie Griffin
Eric Swanson
Gerri Cramer

VOICE YOUR
OPINIONS
NO STUDENT-RUN OPERATION
CAN WORK TO ITS BEST
POTENTIAL WITHOUT INPUT
FROM THE PEOPLE IT IS
SUPPOSED TO SERVE-YOU. SEND
YOUR QUESTIONS AND
COMMENTARY TO THE MIRROR AT
BOX OFFICE AA.

WE NEED YOU
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Commentary
Summer in Nicaragua
by Fr. Zupez
Over the past three years, more than a dozen
people have come to Fairfield to speak about
Nicaragua. All of them praised what the Sandinistas were doing. Recall that the dictator
Somoza was overthrown there in 1979 and the
Marxists Sandinista party came to power. The
question is whether the Sandinistas are open to
Christianity as the speakers say they are or as
oppressive as President Reagan says. I had to
see for myself.
I spent this past summer in Nicaragua.
Here are people who have fought a'nd sacrificed
and lost family members and friends in their determination to create a more just society, the 'new
man.' It is the most that Latin Americans have
done to realize the 'kingdom in our midst' that
Christ inaugurated. And yet, our President calls
for their overthrow in the name of religion.
The Sandinista party is controlled by nine
'Directors' who have more or less Marxism in
their background. What that means has to be understood in a Latin American context. They insist that they are adapting Marx's ideas to
Nicaragua. They include Christians throughout
government ministries and in the party. The
Directors send their children to parochial and
private Catholic schools. I found that exemplary
Christians were among the most dedicated sup-

porters of the social changes taking place. As
in all of Latin America you have the Church split
between those who support a new socioeconomic order and those who are fearful of
change.
My own judgement was that the Sandinista
leadership has been honest and consistent in laying out their objectives. They admit that they
do not intend to give up power until they have
established the peasants on the land and made
the social revolution irreversible. This seems to
be their only absolute. Everything else is trial
and error, not unlike the Christian Marxists of
Italy or Spain. The Sandinistas get some ideas
from Marx but are greatly dependent on Christians for advice and support: I came away in sympathy with the vast majority of the Jesuits who
have shared trust and friendship with the Sandinista Directors and have thrown themselves
wholeheartedly into the revolutionary process.
When Nicaragua's Foreign Minister Miguel
D'Escoto undertook a month's fast for peace, to
protest U.S. militarism, it was suggested that
he would justify Mr. Reagan's invasion. He was
practicing spiritual terrorism! In a way never
intended, Nicaragua has sent a shudder of terror through many complacent Christians.
Perhaps Karl Marx will nudge us all to rediscover our earthly vocation, and the roots of
Christ's kingdom in the here and now.

"I don't anticipate an active sex lite the rest of this semester Do you want the bottom bunk ?

Doonesbury

Our Policies...

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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The Board of Editors assumes responsibility for the writing, articles, layout, pictures
and format. Unless specifically stated, signed
columns represent the opinions of the authors
and do not necessarily reflect the editorial
position of The Mirror or the views of the
students, faculty or administration.
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Submissions
Submitted articles, photos or graphics are
welcome if they are accompanied by the
author's name, address and phone number.
Names may be withheld upon request.
Letters
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and comments of its readers. Letters To The Editor
can be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
office in the ground floor of Gonzaga. Letters should be submitted using the following
guidelines:
All letters must be typed.
Letters should be relevant and timely.
Every Letter must be signed, but names
can be withheld upon request.
Letters deemed inappropriate for publication will be edited or refused.Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and all libel.
All letters become Mirror property upon
submission and will not be returned.
The Editorial Board's decisions are final.
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Voices Across the Campus

What is your reaction as you deliver your student to Fairfield?

Mr. and Mrs. James Giff, Weston, Ct., and
daughter Alice.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Westby, Trumbull,
Ct., and daughter Stephanie.

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Scanlon, Akron, OH.,
and son Gregory.

Mr. and Mrs. David Baudouin,
Huntington, Ct., and son Christopher.

"We are very satisfied. Our son
graduated this past June and we really love Fairfield. The welcoming with balloons and signs
makes for a homey atmosphere. The day is not
as strange then for freshman."

"Our reaction is positive. Our daughter is a commuter so it's not quite the same for
us as it is for he majority of parents here. We
thought it was well organized. The weather has
been terrific."

"We think
you have an outstanding welcoming committee;
very low key. We've had an enjoyable day. Also
even though we had a long drive, the trip wasn't
extremely tiresome."

"Fairfield is quite impressive. I was born
in Fairfield and my son went to Fairfield Prep.
It's been about eight years since we've been here;
the university is massive now and a lot has
changed."

_..._,.
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Politics
Gorbachev Forsees Hardline in Arms Talks
NEW YORK (AP) - Soviet leader Mikhail
S. Gorbachev, in an interview with Time magazine, predicts the United States will take a hard
line in the November summit meeting and expects the Soviet Union to make all the concessions. In his first interview with a Western news
organization since assuming power, Gorbachev
said of the Geneva summit: 'It looks as if the
stage is being set (by Washington) for a bout between some kind of political 'supergladiators'
with the only thought in mind being how best
to deal a deft blow at the opponent and score
an extra point in this 'bout.' . . .It appears that
even the slightest headway depends exclusively
upon concessions by the Soviet Union An account of the Aug. 26 interview, released Sunday, is contained in Time's Sept. 9 issue.
Gorbachev made his comments in response to
written questions submitted in advance, and also
talked to Time newsmen at his Kremlin office.
He reiterated the Soviet position that the United States' 'Star Wars' space-based defense shield
poses an insurmountable obstacle to armscontrol agreements. Unless the United States
agrees to stop work on the project, Gorbachev
said, 'It will not be possible to reach an agreement on the limitation of weapons. 'But he added: . . .Surely God on high has not refused to
give us enough wisdom to find ways to bring
us an improvement in. . . relations between the
two great nations on earth. 'The Soviet leader
said he harbors 'disappointment and concern'
over recent Reagan administration actions, including the rejection of the Soviet proposal for
a moratorium on nuclear weapons testing, complaints about human rights violations in the
Soviet Union, and Star Wars. He said the Reagan administration has unjustifiably blamed the
Soviets for a host of problems. 'That is a
scenario of pressure, of attempts to drive us into
a corner, to ascribe to us, as so many times in
the past, every mortal sin — from unleashing
an arms race to 'aggression' in the Middle East,
from violations of human rights to some schem-

ing or other even in South Africa. 'This is not
a state policy, it is a feverish search for 'forces
of evil,' he said, in a reference to President Reagan's description of the Soviet Union as an 'empire of evil.'
Gorbachev, 54, became Communist Party
general secretary March 10, 1985, after the death
of his predecessor, 72-year-old Konstantin Chernenko. Time said that during the Kremlin interview, the Soviet leader spoke with vigor and
directness and occassionally joked with his
guests. His interviewers said he appeared
healthy and was tanned after a vacation on the
Crimean seashore. He is scheduled to meet Reagan in Geneva from Nov. 19-20. Gorbachev said
he is prepared for a 'meaningful and businesslike talk' with Reagan during their summit. It
is not too late for the United States to improve
the atmosphere for the meeting, he added.
'There is still time before the summit meeting,
and quite a lot can be done for it to be constructive and useful. But this, as you will understand,
depends on both sides,' he said. Reagan has said
that so far the United States has only done
research on Star Wars and is not committed to
developing the system. But Gorbachev said he
does not consider Star Wars to be simply a
research program. 'It is the first stage of the
project to develop a new ABM (anti-ballistic
missile) system prohibited under the treaty of
1972,' he said. If Star Wars is deployed, he said,
'the other side is not going to be dozing' and will
'find an accurate response.' 'If there is no ban
on the militarization of space, if an arms race
in space is not prevented, nothing else will
work,' he said. 'We are prepared to negotiate,
but not about space weapons or about what
specific types of space weapons could be
deployed into space. We are prepared to negotiate on preventing an arms race in space.' The
Soviet leader said his country has a 'large reserve
of constructive ideas' for improving relations
with the United States and that if Washington
responds positively, 'that will open up tremen-

dous possibilities' Asked about domestic policy, Gorbachev said he was trying to 'encourage
initiative and a spirit of enterprise.' That means
'everyone everywhere in the Soviet Union must
change all of their work styles,' he said.
Gorbachev said his more personal and visible

style of leadership than his predecessors' is not
new to him but that he saw a 'need to go out
and meet people more.' 'You cannot work otherwise,' he said. 'It is the only way you should and
can work, provided you want to achieve results.
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SUN TAN STUDIO
Students: Now's The Time To
Make Sure You Don't Lose Your
Hard-Earned Summer Tan—Try us!

6 visits for only §29.
HOURS: MON.-FRI. 9-8 P.M.
MC/VISA

DISCOUNT LIQUOR
Cold Kegs and Beer Balls
always in stock

PARKING IN BACK OF STORE

Cta/fd Centex
Hours: 9:30-5:30 Monday—Saturday

203-255-2797
11 Unquowa Rd. at Corner of Rt. 1
FAIRFIELD CONNECTICUT 06430
Exclusive—School Teddy Bears
CRAFT SUPPLIES • STAINED GLASS • CANING
NEEDLECRAFTS • JEWELRY SUPPLIES • STENCILING
5% discount with F.U. ID
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The Politics of Springsteen
/

The 80's have been a decade full of unique connections. Whether its Pro-Wrestling and Rock
and Roll or any type we encounter, we see that
Rock music is an integral part of society today.
Everything from world hunger to drunk driving has been touched by Rock music. Politics,
by far, is being influenced by Rock and Roll.
Performers like U-2, Neil Young and especially Bruce Springsteen have all added their own
personal views towards the political world.
On the recent Bruce Springsteen tour. Bruce
is coming out against such things as the treatment of Vietnam Vets, aid for the elderly, and
the harsh reality of unemployment. He feels that
the soldiers who went to Vietnam know only

"... what the 6 o'clock news told them." August
5th was the first show of his second American
leg of his Born In The USA tour. The show took
place in all. places but Washington DC. It was
at this show that Bruce invited the crowd after
the show to visit the Vietnam War Memorial.
These things are only a fraction of the ideals of
a Jersey-born native that some people are coming out and calling "Sprinsteen Politics."
Bruce has always been somewhat political
over the years. His songs deplict the harsh realities that middle-class America faces everyday.
Bruce himself, was brought up in a middleclass
town in New Jersey where he was taught to appreciate decent morals and values. The song "My

Apartheid An Answer?
Aparteid is practically all we hear when we
tune into the news on radio and television. A
solution to this problem is a difficult task. The
pressure is phenomenal on the U.S. Government
to do all it can do to end the hardships of the
blacks in South Africa. I feel the course it is taking could be improved. Sanctions should be two
fold. What I mean is, whatever is done to a U.S.
company over there, should be done to it in the
U.S.
The emphasis is being placed too highly on
ending the problem in Africa. Companies that
have investments in South Africa should be
forced to burn the candle on both ends. A system should be devised so that an equal sanction
of what is being done there can be done here.
The government of the U.S. has tried to encourage black participation in the South African economy by purchasing only from those
businesses that are black majority owned. This
type of participation could take place in the U.S.,
only it would urge the nation as a whole to buy
from those companies not investing in South
Africa.
Through lack of tax breaks and the pressure
of no sales by the U.S. government, African
companies in the U.S. and in Africa would probably have to eliminate their massive investments.
Through this type of pressure, companies would
be caught between a rock and a hard place. This

type of plan would have to be carefully initiated
due to the large sphere of influence big business
has today.
New Jersey has recently proposed legislation
close to the one I proposed. It is putting extreme
pressure on these companies. Soon more states
will follow and only time will tell what the effects of such legislation will have.
Some people fail to see how harsh Apartied
is. Innocent people are being killed and the large
corporations only care about their money. It is
a shame that money or the loss of it would have
to be used to end Apartied. A feeling of humanitarianism would be the proper course.
I realize the end of Apartied is a lot more
difficult than a few more sanctions, but the key
is to keep the pressure on. The U.S. government
has a somewhat decent job, but there is room
for improvement. It is the job of the American
citizen, whether student or corporate head, to
keep the government on their toes. We must imagine the suffering that is going on and do something about it. It is also up to the news sevices
of the U.S. to better educate ourselves on this
subject because many people, like myself, have
a lot of questions on it. A better education on
the topic would enhance more involvement in
putting and end to Apartied. Two fold pressure
mixed in with the support of the people could
possibly end all the hardships in South Africa.
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Hometown" gives a somewhat autobiographical view of his childhood. The song talks of racial strife, financial ruin and the dream of getting
away from it all and making it. The song is form
the album Born in the USA. The title track from
this album is a daring venture into the inticate
world of "Springsteen Politics." The struggle of
Vietnam Vets is evident in this bold composition. Here a vet has his brother killed in Vietnam and returns home to a country that hates
him. He has no job and no place to turn. A decent life for him is impossible but yet he is still
a "Cool rocking Daddy in the USA."This song
is an example of a new gung-ho attitude toward
America. Sptingsteen shows the darker side of
American life but still they instill a sense of
patriotism.
Patriotism is a general theme behind the recent Springsteen shows. The crowd waves
American flags and it is becoming more and
more of a family orientated crowd. Many experts are connecting the new sense of good feeling about America to the values in many of
Springsteens songs. President Reagan has often
praised Bruce for what he stands for. Springsteems energy is the driving force behind this
new feeling.
Although Reagan has praised his, Bruce is
somewhat anti-Reagan. It all comes down to
Bruce is for the middle class while Reagan is
for the upper-class. Reagan is not the only one
who tried to cash in on Springsteens success.
In the recent presidential election, both Mondale and Reagan used his name for support. Both
candidates must have thought it profitable to hop
on the Springsteen bandwagon because of his
enormous popularity. It is simple, his views are
what Americans want to hear so any candidae
would be stupid not to cash in on Springsteens
sucess.

A Winless War
by Chris Tyler

Ten years ago an important change took place
in the way in which warfare was conducted. The
Vietnam war 'celebrated' its tenth anniversary
and with it came many painful memories.
The French had been at war with the north
Vietnamese long before the United States ever
got involved in the region. But coming to the
aid of an ally left the U.S. in a position of great
vulnerability, and as a result the U.S. lost its
first war. Without opening up the issue of right
and wrong, suffice it to say that the U.S. found
itself in an awkward position; it was fighting a
war it could not win.
The warfare of the Vietnam war was terrorist
warfare. The civilians of the day became the
snipers of the night. The children of the morning suddenly became the bombers of the twilight.
The United States seemed unprepared to fight
terrorist warfare.
An example of the continued inabilty of the
American armed forces to deal with terroristtype warfare would be the recent hijacking of
the TWA airliner from Athens. Delta force or
not ,the United States, the nation that proclaims

*-

As a student, you need money
for extracurricular activities. But
let's face it, you can't work fulltime when you're busy with
classes, homework and exams.
If you're low on cash, a parttime job with Salesnet could provide some valuable profits.
Our evening and Saturday
hours are ideal for students. And,
no previous experience is necessary. At Salesnet, we'll train you in
the quickly growing field of computer-assisted telemarketing. All
you need is a pleasant voice,
articulate speech, excellent grammar and the ability to sight-read.

Salesnet
a company of
The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

itself as the leader of the free world and the most
powerful nation on earth was crippled by a group
of Lebanese terrorists. Rhetoric aside, there was
little the U.S. could do. And even if the U.S.
had pulled an all out offense, stormed the airport, and rescued most or all of the hostages,
one fact would remain: Guerilla warfare and terrorism can't be fought through present tactical
processes. Is it any wonder then, why Rambo
is so popular?
This summer, Rambo showed up at movie
theaters all across the country. The central
premise to this movie is that Rambo is one
American that loves his country and is willing
to die for it, but not until he entertains the audience for 110 minutes. Rambo fights fire with
fire. Anything they do, he does better, with deadlier consequences. Rambo is admired because
he takes nothing lying down.
In the wake of the Vietnam era a serious reevaluation of how the United States handles its
aggressors is needed. In the light of the "first
loss" and continued acts of embarrassment it
seems that if the "Sleeping Giant" isn't dozing
off, then the Lilliputians of the third world have
tied him more securely than Gulliver would ever
have thought possible.

TAI JIANG
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We'll take it from there, providing training sessions designed
to teach you about the variety of
clients you'll represent. Then,
working in our Norwalk headquarters, you'll be prepared to do
marketing and sales using the
phone and our latest equipment.
We offer a friendly, informal
office setting, guaranteed hourly
pay, and paid on-premises training. And, as part of The Dun &
Bradstreet Corporation, we can
help you gain solid business
experience for your future resume.
Make the most of this
semester. With school by day,
Salesnet by night. CALL Nancy
Hooper, Training Specialist, at
203-846-6309.

Springsteen epitomizes the American dream
because he ascended from playing cheap seaside bars to some of the largest stadiums in the
world. He has a great deal of prominence with
todays politicians. He is a hero and America is
always looking for heroes. He stands up for
America and his countless contributions to charities in the states all but help his status as the
working class American. Don't get me wrong,
he does not contribute for the betterment of his
status, it is only for the betterment of the USA
Food banks, Vietnam vets, and out of work
steel workers all receive money from Bruce. He
makes what he calls "public service" announcements for these charities at all his shows. Bruce
has also been known to do benefits for such
causes as Nuclear Disarmament. When asked
about what he felt about the whole issue of Li veAid, he reiterated the importance of trying to
help Americans while also helping the world.
He is disgusted about how we can be the richest
nation in the world and still people are starving.
Springsteen is a man of conviction and it would
probaly take a lot to change his views. Some critics feel that possibly his new wife might have
an impact on his life. Besides what's going to
happen to Rosalita, Crazy Janey and Bobbie
Jean? Some feel as if Bruce might become somewhat conservative because he is a family man.
I tend to differ because The Boss will always
be a man of conviction. It will take a hell of a
lot to change him. If anything, a family might
just add some sort of new dimension to his views.
Many people want to know where he will go
from here. He will probably take a great amount
of time off. It is in this time that many of todays
critics will scrutinize Mr. Springsteen and see
how the country can deal without him touring.
What he will come up with next? The USA is
anxiously waiting.

CHINESE FOOD TO TAKE OUT
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RIVERSIDE PLAZA, 170 POST RD., FAIRFIELD, CONN.
* *
OPEN 7 DAYS 11 AM-10:30 PM FRI. & SAT. 11 AM-11:30 PM SUN. 12 NOON-10:00 PM
10% Off from orders over $10
Tel. 259-0044, 259-0036

KARATE
&

KUNG-FU
Find out why learning self-defense is more than a
good way to protect yourself—it's an enjoyable way
to stay in shape—a way to release tension-or it can
be an exciting hobby!

Register for an introductory program and
receive ABSOLUTELY FREE
A. Additional weeks of instruction.
B. Complete karate uniform & belt.
Over 160 locations. Group and private classes for men, women & children

FRED VILLARI'S STUDIOS OF SELF DEFENSE
63 Unquowa Road (lower level), Fairfield

can 254-3790
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Features
Orientation '85—A Great Success
by Andrew Hunt
"I am glad that you have such a nice sunny
day, because you will never forget your first day
at college, and this will make it more memorable," echoed one mother as they walked toward
Campion Hall. The day was gorgeous and added more excitement to the already bustling day.
Begining early Sunday morning, and growing
at a steady rate until late Sunday afternoon, the
Class of 1989 and their entourages bounded onto
the Fairfield campus.
Hard work and dedication displayed itself
from the moment we arrived at the gate. Enthusiastic students lined the road all the way up to
the Campus Center and greeted all new students
and their families. Once we got out of our cars
\we were whisked away to the Oak Room and
were helped through the confusion of ID cards,
meal tickets and room assignments. Then it was
off to the room where many new experiences
were destined to unfold.
Since we were saved from the burden of unloading, we and our families were able to explore the many wonders of a college campus.
It soon came time to bid farewell to our loved
ones and start a new life of our own. This was
made more exciting by the well orchestrated
Orientation program. The events planned kept
the 89'ers busy with humorous, informative,

spirited and relaxing happenings. It made all of
us feel at home and accepted.
Two of the programs of the extravaganza
helped out in a very unique way. One being the
Orientation Assistants and the other, Fr. Bill Cullen's Garden Talk. OA's were an intergral part
of the orientation. They informed us of life here
at Fairfield, made us feel like we were among
friends, and held special meetings to promote
comradery. OA's provided a service, as did the
entire Orientation Committee, that will not soon
be forgotten.
Fr. Bill's talk at Bellarmine Hall was one that
was enjoyed by the whole crowd, which had a
large number of upperclassmen as well as freshmen. His jokes and quips evoked laughter and
smiles from a nervous crowd. Fr. Bill and his
cast of colorful characters put forth a message
that is relative to all members of the Fairfield
community. His point was that "you have to be
yourself—your best self."
Orientation '85 was a tremendous three days
that served its purpose ten fold. It provided acceptance to the 788 people who had just entered
the unknown years of college. It also helped dispel many natural and normal fears that we may
have had. One more thing that Fr. Bill said, and
it can be applied to all who worked on Orientation '85 was that good people are admired for
being good.

Summer Life On Campus
by Stephen J. Humes
It all started when we needed a place to live,
food to eat, and a job, and we wanted to take
courses even though it was summer and all our
friends were miles away from this place.
The we include Michael Miller, Brian Sutton,
Michael Pirone, Joan Manning, Michele Carpenter, Jane Tschiderer and myself. And this
place is Fairfield University in the summer.
One may think it strang being here in the summer. It is. It's always strang hanging out with
people like Brian Sutton and Michael Miller and
the others. But it was fun. Even though we rarely
saw undergraduates around, except for Jim English who was working in the Campus Center,
we had a blast running frorfi building to building preparing for one groups arrival and
another's departure. Usually hoping for departures more than arrivals, I might add.
You see, this place turns into a day camp for
midget basketball players, a two-week crash
course in management for IBM's best yuppies,
a football camp for a thousand smelly youths,
a scream-athon for bored cheerleaders looking
for excitement... the list goes on and on, featuring the craziest combination of people, topped

only by JFK airport on Labor Day.
The university likes the arrangement because
the buildings are put to good use, and they make
megabucks on the camps. We liked it too,
although not for the money, because we got to
spend the last remaining months with the old grad
assistants from the Campus Center (Soggie, Peg
and Kate), and because the work was incredibly easy (sorry Dan Remley - our boss).
It really was fun spending the summer at Fairfield University in the summer.
Not long after the undergraduates left here for
the many summer activities, thinking this place
sleeps in the summer, the campus was buzzing
with screams, grunts, and shouts as usual. Only
the people using the campus this time ranged in
age from eight to 80 instead of 18 to 22 and the
people running this place aren't the same. In fact,
they're all undergraduates from the normal
school year here.
This summer, the Head Residents running
Fairfield University were Brian Sutton and
Michele Carpenter. On staff working with them
and the housing office were Jane Tschiderer,
Michael Miller, Joan Manning, Michael Pirone
and myself.

ESSAY

One fin Soldier. . .
by Andrew Hunt
'Father MacKenzic, writing the words to a sermon that noone will hear, nobody cares, all the
lonely people, where do they all belong.' One
lone reporter sits at his desk on the thirteenth
floor in room number 000, looking out on Rockefeller Center, New York City. It is 5:00 p.m.
and he is alone in the building. He is speaking
into a microphone and his words are being printed out on the cathode ray tube in front of him.
Words in: one will hear or read No one will ever
read my word or my final work because I am
only one left in the world. As I look out on the
once bustling metropolis of New York, I see
only mental images of a once lively race. All
of humanity is gone, deceased, perished. One
thing odd about the whole scenario is that the
environment is intact. The traffic signals are
directing empty cars. Signs flashing DO NOT
WALK are cautioning no one. The subway system is still in full operation, despite its lack of
passengers. And lights are beginning to shine
in the distance, like stars one could wish upon.
The reason for all this wonderful activity, is
technology.Computers now operate all functions.
One might think that there are may reasons for
the end of this world. There arc as many explanations as there are raindrops in a late Autumn
storm. Of all these reasons, one prevails and remains dominant, man has ceased to exist because of impersonali-zation. Our society went
from having a person as an individual to a being devoid of all feelings and emotions. From
the largest city to the most rural country town,
the need to not exist has struck almost everyone. Man had become so involved with his own
wants, needs, desires, and wishes, that some-

where individuality was lost. People sat in their
dwellings and used their remote control devices
to change the television channels, start the ovens
cooking, and to enact the automatic baby feeders. Life had become so automated and structured that man became less and less human,
until it got to the point that man was no longer
needed to do anything. People were no longer
people. They were just mass taking up space.
Then there came the time when noone was
brought into the world, and noone left it. This
stillness or lack of growth, lasted until the final
end. When the end of life came about, it was
just as T.S. Eliot had predicted. This is the way
the world ends. This is the way the world ends.
This is the way the world ends. Not with a bang
but with a whimper. People slowly lapsed into
a state of nonbeing. They became trance like
manequins, slowly fading into their surroundings. This all happened easily, painlessly, and
in a matter of no time at all. The only survivor
was this writer, who had fought the battle of impersonalization courageously. Now the computer
began to print words that the writer was not saying. He could not stop the cursor from performing. When he realized it was hopeless, he sat
back and observed. Slowly he slipped into a
comatose sleep and faded away. The computer
processed the article and prepared it for distribution. As soon as this act was finished, everything began to disappear. All that was left were
two broken test tubes, somewhere in a place
called Australia. Despite the lack of sun and protection, the two primitive life forms began to
move around on the barren ground. All they had
for comfort was a recent edition of TIME magazine. TIME. DECEMBER 6. 1984.

WANTED
STUDENTS FOR ON-CAMPUS PART-TIME JOBS
Students needed to serve as computer laboratory assistants in Apple He, Macintosh, IBM
PC laboratories. DEC system 20 terminal room.
Must be responsible, willing to learn, and willing to help your fellow student.
Address inquiries to Dr. Fred Mis. Computer Center. Bannow 19. or call 2544000 ext. 2734.
Please include your name, box #. local telephone number, course schedule, brief description of computer experience no matter how limited it might be.
j i rcii'i'i'.')'
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Dallas Returns to Fairfield
by Matthew Mullen
Dallas flew up Post Road, or what would
soon be Post Road, in a lightening red. turbo
Fiesta. Chased by terminal outerbody
rust.aquickly emptying gas tank, and two more
hours of a five year-50,000 mile protection
plan, he began to panic. Time was running out
on his fun and he showed signs of heavy irritability. Soon he would be eating the last of his
six boxes of Pop-Tarts by the roadside. The
poor boy realized he had only nine months left
of childhood to revel in, and this thought caused
him much grief and heartache. One hour would
bring his trip to fruition on the campus of Fairfield University and considering this, he smiled,
but with a hint of panic behind his grin. The
full Fiesta overflowed with a fountain of useful items intended to instill insobriety in his neoteric beach-house. He brought beer. Lot's of it.
And these reminders of a well contrived packing stint were the only sanity keeping him
relaxed in his bucket seat, the one with 110
minutes of warranty left under it. The people
who bore and raised Dallas were there for his
departure and you should have seen their faces.
Full fledged panic. The female parent spoke up
calmly: ' What,are you insane! You've got ten
cases of beer and an extra T-SHIRT!' 'And a
pen,' Dallas chipped in helpfully. 'Don't talk turkey with us young man.'His father, whose name
was Pop said this. 'You've got no clothes, no
money, no books.We're not send ing you to
university for fun. Heck, I Like a good time
as much as the next guy in line (Pop stood in
a lot of lines) but now you've gone too far (Pop
actually went to Far, which is a small town in
Ohio). You've gone past far and your approaching beyond (Population 200). Heck, the edge
(famous guitarist) might be just over the hill (He
was getting too old'?).' Dallas sat fiddling, with
his tapes and worried about the time, because
although he wore three watches, they were all
wrong because they came from Switzerland and
were Swatches and smelted like fruit. 'Your pen
probably doesn't even work,'helpfully chipped
in his Mom (who was named Maaa!). Wrong
again because the pen named Tough Ball could
write like it was possessed, but not like the de-

mon in 'The Exorcist', but a nice demon like
Casper or someone. Dallas didn't have to study
because the black ToughBall knew all the answers. 'Don't worry Maaa, I'll sell some of my
beer and buy clothes and food. Just don't worry. What time is it." he asked worriedly. 'It's
about 10 after," said Pop. So Dallas set his three
fruity watches to ten after six, which of course
was the time in Geneva, Bern, and Zurich, all
of which are big beer drinking towns, if that
is of any significance. Bern, however, likes
wine and vodka a little more than beer. Bern
Swatches smell like grapes.
Dallas carefully shut the door of his car and
slowly backed out of a New Jersey driveway,
waving good-bye to Maaa and Pop. Katrina and
the Waves dove into the tapedeck and splashed
on the shores of his ears. He headed for New
York, a city named after King Charles II's
brother, the Duke of York, a fact that is irrelevant, unless you're the Duke himself, which
you're not. The smooth ride was briefly inter
rupted by a nosey toll booth clerk: 'What have
you got in the trunk, son?' 'No sun, sir. Just
beer and a pen.' 'Are you kidding?' 'No, sir, I'm
Malcolm Dallas. Who's kidding?' "I Don't know
who's kidding, but if you see him tell him to
watch it.' 'Watch what? the road?' The nosey
toll booth clerk, whose name was Max, wasn't
sure what Kidding was sup-posed to watch, so
the lad figured the matter must concern his
Swatches, which at the moment were synchronized to tick loudly at the wrong time. Dallas opted for Post Road instead of 1-95 because
he was trying to make time go slow. He tried
to get caught in every light. He was minking
about returning to Fairfield and he still needed
to clear up many things in his mind. Where had
his first three years gone to? The time seemed
to have passed very quickly. Yesterday he was
slimed on a greasepole during orientation, and
today he swam head first into Senior year. A
couple of minutes ago he was throwing pies in
the faces of his first new friends and now only
a few more seconds stood between him and
graduation. A moment before he had never
Naut, the next moment he was drinking his last

With a Bang

beer between those beer stained walls. The poor
boy was confused by time, and where it went
when it left and how to control it, but most of
all. how to deal with senior year and its passing. How to squeeze every drop of excitement
from the fading fruit that was his childhood.
Poor lad needed some way to make sure every
second counted. Besides securing three watches
(Which, if he had stopped to discover, would
tell him he had only I00 minutes of guarantee
left), he uncovered the secret to time in a
McDonald's parking lot in New London, Conn.,
a town named after Old. London. England. But
Dallas didn't tell me the secret, only he knows
it. so I can't tell you.I can only show you what
he did. It's sort of like Goonies with watches.
Tossing his Quarter Pounder box into the Mianus River, he stomped on the acccler- ato.r.and
pretended his car was a searing blue AlfaRomeo sports car. Bowing his head into the

wind and tensing his grip. Dallas broke through
his last inhibition - his last worry was tossed
aside like his Quarter Pounder box, because he
knew what he had to do - crack a beer, eat
a poptart. change the tape: become the ultimate
stag. The familiar sights of West port wizzed
by his cracked window: Arcudia's Pizza, where
square pizza caught in his throat; the Athena
Diner, where he once slipped on greasy fries
and a burger and got beat up. Yep, those were
good times. And he was determined to experience more good times in the time he had
left (60 minutes). It was a long time since he
had seen Fairfield: the friends, the buildings,
the pond, the ambiance. What had changed?
What was the same? Then he was there - F.U.
The lightening red Fiesta whirred off North
Benson and dove into the Townhouse parking
lot. 'Skidddd!' Dallas' wrist banged against the
steering wheel and his Banana Swatch was

■

HAS THERE EVER BEEN A TREAT THIS THICK?
Introducing the BLIZZARD trom DAIRY QUEEN,® the most
scrumptious treat ever! Try a BLIZZARD In our new flavors: get a
BLIZZARD made with a Heath Bar, a Butterfinger, cookies, fruit—
the choice is yours. Get carried away by a BLIZZARD soon, at a
participating DAIRY QUEEN® store near you.

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
WITH THIS AD

Dairy
Queen

WE TREAT YOU RIGHT
1902 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-5659
Offer Expires 9/19/85
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crushed. But he didn't look so he didn't notice.
He grabbed a case of Meister Brau's and left
his car to go into Town-house.'He gave the door
a bang and it opened because someone opened
it. 'Dallas! You've changed so much.'It was
Debbie, who looked as .sweet as California
grapes, and smelled as pleasant as Dallas' cherry
swatch. Her freshness soothed Dallas' wind sore :
eyes and she invited him in for vodka and tomato juice. The living room resembled the beaches
of Normandy after the allied landing-bunches
of clothes blown into organized lumps, boxes
haphazardly teetering in stacks, and amidst the
chaos, bottles of McCormick's Vodka and
Sacramento Tomato Juice. They mixed drinks
and relaxed on the generic Townhouse furniture. 'Well, I can't believe it Dallas. Only nine
more months until graduation. Time is running
out. Soon there will be only mem-ories.'What
a depressing chick, thought Dallas. She doesn't
even understand time. She probably doesn't
even have a Swatch. 'Relax, Deb. We've got
plenty of time,' said Dallas as he checked his
Swatches. 'Your letting time dictate your life.
Lay back, have a drink, and we won't get any
older/(Dallas thought time waj^standing still
because watch number one was not going.) Kathy, Liz and Erin came downstairs from packing just to see Dallas and they got themselves
cocktails, too. Soon there was laughing and carrying on from all sides. And little did they know
that they were creating a pleasant memory.
What buffoons! In a matter of time, the vodka
ran out and Dallas stepped outside. Fairfield
was busy with people unpacking cars and greeting friends and doing opening day things. The
scene reminded him of the last day of school
except people were going in the opposite direction. He bid farewell to the girls and walked
around campus greeting familiar faces and helping carry a crate or two. But mostly he accepted people's invitations for beers and relaxed,
but made sure he didn't waste time. He even
tossed the football around. But, when he tried
his Lawrence Taylor imitation he crushed
Swatch number two and it stopped ticking. Of
course he didn't notice. Dallas visited the Campus Center and picked up his mail and schedule and got his I.D. stamped and he noticed that
wherever he went he had to be careful because
his name was on a lot of fists. He played some

video but quickly lost his quarters. Finally it'
was time for him to move himself into his beach
house, a modern woridqr dancing beside'Long
Island Sound. He pulled['heard oT the'-up'the"
Fiesta, which he pretended wits a blackBfylW'
with an R.E.M. tape blinking in the1 stdreo.Hd'"
picked up a case of beer and his pen and walked
up the narrow sidciWallc to His'first house'. The
door w.as ppen and all sorts of rowdincss and
pah demoniuin spilled out of the living room
- his house was -'hosting a party. Luckily he
didn't come e'mpty handed: Brian and Greg
rushed up to him because they wanted to pour
beer in his hair. Dallas didn't resist; Everyone
was thinking about the up-coming year and they
were glad to be back at Fairfield, so they sang
and danced and shouted and drank. They were
hap py to be back at school and away from New
Jersey- Dallas drank to that, among other
things. The house didn't have a phone so Davey walked around the point and told people to
come to our house for merriment making. A
while later, Tom and Matt arrived so the party
was in full swing.^Beer sloshed around in
bounds. People ran around greeting others. China Crisis propelled these extremities into an
overflowing madness, and Dallas lost his worries about time in the Chaos. One slight mishap though - Brian, in a burst of agitation,
jumped on Dallas and they fell in a teetering
pile on the floor. Dallas' last Swatch was
crushed and he probably would have been mad
if he had ever looked. So if you see Dallas, don't
ask him the time. Wednesday continued the fun.
Thursday morning found the poor Dally
stretched out on the scratchy lime couch, with
a half-full Meister Brau in his hand. Davcy, that
trickster, lay the first copy of the Mirror over
Dallas' face, so Dallas thought he had ruined
something because all he saw was black and
white lines in front of his eyes. Ten minutes
later (by my watch) he realized something was
on him, and leaning up, the Mirror fell open
in his lap. He turned to the Features section.
After glancing at the headlines, he became intrigued by a story that began: 'Dallas flew up
Post Road, or what would soon be Post Road,
in a lightening red, turbo Fiesta.' Deja Vu. It
was 10:15 A.M., but for all he knew it was
10:15 P.M., and he wondered what time classes
started.
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"Doonesbury is the na|
and provocativ
MICHAEL J. DOONESBURY

Melissa Car
"Doonesbury is the nation's most innovative and provoc^
would like to present a new weekly feature, Doonesbury I
controversial nature and popular demand. Garry Trudeau'd
running for 13 years, took a leave of absence in January, l|
The sabbatical was taken, according to its creator because!
out of sorts. It was time to give them some $20 haircuts,!
world of grown-up concerns.' It was the development of tl
counterpoint to the political satire in this strip. These chal
editors refused to run certain sequences and moved them j
strip in the classified section.One week readers read aboutl
with law school, or Zonker's conversations with his plants|
times together, became a tightly interwoven story of the
observers noted that where Doonesbury departed from othf
a novel. The characters moved through time and events,
anticipating the strips next episode. Often prescient-with J
they occurred in real life (such as the end of the energy cri|
tion over Ronald Reagan in 1976)-Doonesbury became a

ZONKER HARRIS

JOANIE CAUCUS

■v ■», > ->,-»

MARK SLACKMEYER

WttJiWxtiK^ro^

'■ > » : ♦
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ion's most innovative
comic strip"
Newsweek
panelli
Itive comic strip." - Newsweek The Fairfield Mirror
ly Garry Trudeau. The comic was chosen due to its
1 Pulitzer-prize winning comic strip which had been
083, yet returned to newspapers in September 1984.
'My characters were understandably confused and
I graduate them, and move them out into the larger
le Doonesbury characters that provided the perfect
1-acters generat-ed unprecedented controversy when
Ito editorial pages or tried to bury the controversial
the Watergaters; the next, Joanie Caucus' problems
1 The various strains, sometimes separate and other
lO's and 80's.The results were novelistic, and many
Jr strips was that it was written-and read- much like
Ind readers quickly adopted their favorites, eagerly
jistorical events forecast in Doonesbury even before
pis or Gerald Ford winning the Republican nominanational guide to this country's political future.

BOOPSIE AND B. D.

J. J. CAUCUS

REVEREND SCOT SLOAN

Denise Murphy

kM «s> kAV.

♦ .«■
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ROLAND BURTON HEDLEY, JR.
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Before you make
long distance commitment,
make sure you know
what you're getting into.
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If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections—even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone.®

AT&T

The right choice.
© 1985 AT&T Communications
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Arts & Entertainment
The Promise of Sweet Revenge

by Robert Amoroso

Crafty Jim Schork

Quick Artie Plaurock

Steady Jimi Hunt

Thunderous John Cardillo

Many bands built up by their respective record
companies are deemed to be something special.
For the most part, these bands turn out to be
nothing but a casket full of empty promises. This
is why the band Sweet Revenge is something
to get very excited about. This band has surpassed the embryonic stage, for they have taken
most of Long Island by storm. For about six
months now, Sweet Revenge have been playing
non-stop gigs to a growing number of people.
They are a band on the edge of a major breakthrough, and they deserve a closer look. This
is not a band of petrified pansies. They are anything but. Sweet Revenge combines a driving
hard rock sound with touching and inspirational ballads.
One of their earlier songs they first put together
was 'Wait Til' Tomorrow' which is frequently the
choice cut to open their shows with. The key
to this song is in its backing vocals. Lead singer
Jim Schork has two prize backing vocalists in
guitarist Artie Blaurock and bassist Jimi Hunt.
'Top of the World,' one of their recent works,
is up in tempo without losing the bite that frequently is present in Sweet Revenge music.
'Groove Tube' is a fine indication of what Jim
Schork can do. He has an aggressive but hardly obnoxious pipe. 'City Woman' has a tonguein-cheek expression to it. Drummer John Cardil-

lo shines on this particular piece. Things really
heat up with 'Rockin' Heavy.' These boys can undeniably pen a song. Take this from the cut just
mentioned: 'Times are changing/Don't let it get
you down/Times are changing/You can see it all
around.' The thick Blaurock riff accented with
Schork's charismatic vocals are a rare commodity here. 'Never Let Go' is a very special song
to the band at hand. Sweet Revenge has taken
plenty of pride into this one. They perform it
with the care and conviction that is also lacking in today's music. The band reaches full circle with the tranquil 'Take My Time.' This ballad
could be the cut that will make them household
names. Schork proves he can be tough but
tender, vulnerable yet vivacious. A very impressive sampler of things to come.
Taking Sweet Revenge from member to member, let's start with Jim Schork. Two of his early influences were Ian Gillan (Deep Purple
famd) and Bruce Dickerson (Iron Maiden). But
Jim has a style all to himself. His stage presence
is one of the best I've seen in a long time. He
knows how to stir up an audience. Schork is a
very energetic performer with a pace that never
ceases to amaze. On top of everything, his sharp
looks do not hurt him in any way with the ladies. He is a real comer in the business. I know
he despises this picture of himself, but that was

all that was given to me. Artie Blaurock takes
a back seat to no one. He is unquestionably a
very fast guitar player. But there are many fast
guitar players who lack taste , originality, and
passion. Artie can change his speeds with a
blink of an eye. His guitar solo is hotter than
most of the summer days just past. One influence of his is Eddie Van Halen. Where many
players simply copy Mr. Van Halen note for
note, Artie has a style that is based on enthusiasm and originality. From what I have observed, Mr. Blaurock is a dedicated,devastating,
and driven artist. A potent star but a consummate team player as well. Every band needs a
musician like Jimi Hunt. He is a furious bass
player whose backing vocals (as previously mentioned) are tops. What makes him so good is
his willing-ness to grant the spotlight towards
other members of the band. He plays a loud bass
that frequently finds its way to be a solid component to the Sweet Revenge sound. He is rarely
overbearing when he plays; always working best
as a vital piece to the puzzle of success. Hunt
is always in command of his instrument, which
is almost unheard of when it comes to most bass
players. Many bass players feel cheated because
the media usually opts for the members with the
glamour instruments. But Jimi goes about his
business with or without the fanfare. Hard not

to like a person with this approach to matters.
John Cardillo is a power drummer. It is not that
he has no sensitivity towards his instrument, he
just goes along with the music that dictates a
drummer who takes full control of his kit.
John Cardillo has this type of control. Sometimes he will stand up while playing a tune's ending moments. This is yet another symbol of how
exuberant John and his other band members are
towards their craft. Of the members, I have gotten the pleasure of talking to John of a couple
of occasions. He came off as an unpretentious,
introspective human being. You would think the
music scene and its stereotypes would swell his
head. Forget it, because John is one of the nicest
people you could ever encounter. For that, I
respect him further.

Program at the
Playhouse
The Fairfield University Playhouse is pleased
to announce its first production of the season.
"Once Upon A Mattress," the New York musical comedy hit, is a modern version of Hans
Christian Andersen's beloved fairy tale of the
princess and the pea.
"Once Upon A Mattress" will run October
14-20 and is being directed by H. Edward Spires.
Tom Zingarelli is producing the show and freshman Kim Tomena is the choreographer. The cast:
Davina E.J. Porter
QUEEN
Mike Steed
SIR HARRY
Anne Marie Lynch
LADY LARKEN
Sally Szabo
PRINCESS WINNIFRED
Sean Lawless
JESTER
Dennis P. Heffern . . PRINCE DAUNTLESS
Robert Sembiante
MINSTREL
Michael C. McLaughlin
WIZARD
MALE CHORUS & FEMALE CHORUS Chris
Bermingham Beth Gilleland Lee A. Hilgartner
Anne Elizabeth DeVivo Kevin McGee
Rosemarie Dykeman Doug Mclntosh Anne V.
Lynch Stephen J. Donohue Linda Williams
Steve Angelo Jackie Kane Joe Moran Katie
Heffernan.
The Fairfield University Playhouse is ready
to begin another season. This new season brings
with it a new student-run staff. Junior Maria
Calderon is in charge of make-up and costumes.
Pat Edmonds '86, returns as technical director.
Sophomore Kevin Lee will be working with Pat
as production stage manager. Dennis Heffern
'88, is the publicity director. Junior Michael
Steed, recent Orientation Co-chair, will be helping Dennis as well as being in charge of properties. Pat Mulkern '88, is the Playhouse's
electrician. Carolyn Hunt, a junior, is the house
manager for her second season and Larry J.
Wahl '88 rounds out the staff as business
manager. Managing and artistic director Tom
Zingarelli heads the new staff and looks forward
to a promising season. Tom is still looking for
any students willing to work on the Playhouse
sets. Anyone with carpentry experience should
contact Tom Zingarelli in Canisius room 204A.

Possibly the most encouraging news about the
Sweet Revenge story is who they are being handled by. They have hooked up with a very solid
connection that will probably lead to very big
things in the future.' Sweet Revenge are a
primed, poised and ready to take the music industry by its tail. All in a matter of time. Sweet
Revenge will feel the glory of the rock and roll
adventure that they are presently experiencing.
They are holding onto their dreams. A happy
ending is inevitable.

r Qipmas R. (olletta
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an exhibition of paintings, drawings, and prints
with nostalgic images of America's great cities
and architectural landmarks
gallery hours: weekdays 2 - 4 p.m.
through October 23

The Art Gallery
Center for Financial Studies
at Fairfield University
(203) 259-3303
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Having It Your Way
by Robert Amoroso
When you venture into New York City, there
is certainly plenty to do. There is also a countless number of places to dine. But at what cost?
It would be nice to frequent the most exquisite
eateries around town, but money (or lack of it)
has a way of putting things in a more humble
perspective. That is why the Corner Bristo, located on West 4th Street in Greenwich Village,
is an economical yet adventurous place to feast.
Their menu is very brief and to the point. What
is on the menu is hardly unfamiliar. They serve
the best forms of the simple, all-Amcrican hamburger that I have ever tasted. You may think
what can be done to a hamburger that hasn't been
done already. I myself felt these same sentiments. So with hesitation, I ordered the house
special called the Bristo burger for $4.50. I
thought the price was reasonable because the
bland burger you get from a diner will usually
run you in the vicinity of two to four bucks.

Comedian's Amuse Arrivals

When this Bristo Burger was served, I didn't
know where to start. It was laced with lettuce,
onions, a thick tomato, the finest quality pickles, and a dense meat patty that took a very long
time to devour. I was not hungry for the next
twelve hours or so. Add to it a generous portion
of thin and crispy french fries for a modest $ 1.50.
To top it all they also had an ex tensive list of.
beers available. All the familiar domestics and
imports were served for the taking. I opted for
the famous McSorley's ale on tap. A perfect compliment to a very worthy meal.
Who would believe a seemingly routine place
could turn out to be the most pleasant of surprises? Anytime you are going through the Soho
area, seek this place that you will remember for
a long time. For this reason, it is best to go with
friends. The next time I strut the streets of the
city, you can bet I'll have my seat reserved to
the place you dare not call McDonalds. My
twelve hours just about up, I am beginning to
salivate for the Corner Bristo once again.

visual gags. Mr. Bent has a mischevious face
that was perfect for his act. He also incorporated
a little magic into his act: between the fire opening book and spiked binoculars, he was slightly
evasive but effective in his own right. The last
comedian to appear was a Japanese-American
named Mike Moto. Though at times amusing,
Mr. Moto was rarely hilarious and frequently
succumbed to the nasty, nasty element we call
bad taste. To laugh at ourselves is one thing,
but to use people as direct examples showed a
dearth of compassion. All is well though, Moto
was bright enough to exhibit a fine amount of
material and delivery.
Overall, the Comedy Connection was a fine
tool to break the ice. I am sure each person had
their favorite of the three, but none of them could
have been labeled unfunny. They all played it
safe by directing their material towards relateable topics of the times and the audience. For all
associated with the Orientation planning, a tip
of the cap is in order.

Theatre Revival Started at Yale

FESTIVAL OF

In 1960 Athol Fugard started work on a script
which would change the course of South African theatre and would begin to establish his reputation as a major force in contemporary drama.
Several months later, in September of 1961, the
first integrated cast to perform in South Africa
stepped on a makeshift stage in a former factory building to present that play. Their audience
of 120 squeezed into a room meant to hold half
that many.
The play was THE BLOOD KNOW; the actors were its white author and a black jazz saxaphonist, Zakes Mokae. Their 'one night only'
stand — which stretched to weeks, months and
new cities — will be repeated, 28 nights only,
in a 25th anniversary, original cast revival of
THE BLOOD KNOT at Yale Repertory Theatre
September 17 through October 12.
Fugard and Mokae went on, from the astonish-

CTTARS

Feel The Excitement
In Stamford

by Robert Amoroso
A comedy show is usually a safe bet for welcoming incoming freshmen. During the time
called Orientation, the new students frequently
have their anxiety level on the rise. Regardless,
we all need some time to unwind and laugh a
little. That is why I enjoyed the Comedy Connection; a show where three comedians did their
thing much to the delight of the crowd.
This years comedy presentation was much less
profane than previous year's. Last year, cowboys would have been blushing at the language
and innuendos exploited. This year was a different story in which Brian Kiley, a comic from
Newton, Massachusetts, kicked things off. He
pulled no real surprises, maintaining some
awareness to taste. A touch of ethnic jokes mixed
in with drinking riddles proved to go over very
well. His Boston accent was a little intolerable
at times, but what can you do. Next on the bill
was Mike Bent. He used a different approach
than Mr. Kiley because he relied heavily on

The Palace Live On Stage

ing welcome of that night in 1961, to perform
the play in a Joharmesberg theatre, and then in
cities across South African from Durban to
Capetown, travelling to their numerous booking in the separate blacks-only/whites-only train
cars of the country's rairway system.
Their on-stage paths diverged when the play
mi ved to London: Mokae continued his role of
Zach; actor Ian Bannon took Fugard's place.
(Fugard was to return to the role of Morris when
a two-week replacement was needed Off Broadway in 1964.)
Ultimately, hundreds of other actors in
hundreds of other cities were to perform this story of "coloured half-brothers - one dark, the
other light-skinned - and their struggle to come
to terms with each other and with the society
which would keep them separated."

Positions Available NOW:
Friday. September 27th

Saturday. October 12th

B. B. KING
WITH THE
SHABOO ALL-STARS
Two Shows. 7:30 and 10:30 pm
Ticltsu S1.T.50. S15.50

Saturday. October 26th at 8:00 pm

Saturday. November 16th. 8:00 pm

RAY CHARLES
'USSuS ™° ™d l0:M pm

SONNY ROLLINS
BETTY
CARTER
Sl.1.50, S 13.50

IVUMS

Sunday. November 3rd
HAPPYTnr FTHrn Friday- October 4th at 8:00 pm

Featuring

THE BAND WITH

THE TURTLES. BUCKINGHAM^.

JONATHAN

TOSHIKO
AKIYOSHI
BIG BAND
ANDMAYNARD
FERGUSON

GRASS ROOTS AND GARY LEWIS cnH/ADn?
S
AND THE PLAYBOYS
. , .^,
Two Shows. 8:00 and 10:30 pm
"*'* S" 5" SI5W

Ticket-SI2.50. S14 51)

Tickets si: so. si4 so

The Fairfield Mirror is looking for four individuals to
work as typesetters/office clerks. Learn newspaper
production techniques in an exciting on-campus activity. Two will work Sat. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and two
on Sunday, same time. Schedules may rotate according to individual needs. Great chance to have
fun and earn extra money. Contact Steve Humes at
the Mirror. 255-8802 or 254-4000 ext. 2533.

Tickets Sl.151). SI5 50

Saturday. October 26th at 8:00 pm
New Haven Coliseum
AIR SUPPLY

Friday. October 18th. 7:30 pm

ELEK-TEK . . .
SAVES YOU MORE
ON CALCULATORS

h**«i > *s > > *»

S PYRO GYRA

Spend A Night With KC101

EL
EL
EL
PC
PC
PC

Tickets available at Palace Box Office
and all Ticketron Outlets
Tickets for Air Supply are available al The New Haven Coliseum Box Office and all Ticketron Outlets.

5510
5500T
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1250A
1260
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70
70
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PC
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CE
CE
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1350A
1500A
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150

135
150
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55
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CALCULATORS
HP-11C
HP-12C
HP-1 5C
HP-16C

brian alderiJMICHELOB
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Scientific
Financial
Scientific
Programmer ....

58
90
90
90

FREE!

New Advantage
software module from
P with the purchase of "f*
any HP-41 at Elektek.
Offer ends 11/15/85.

HP-41C
105'
HP-41CV
168
HP-41CX
245
HP-71 B Computer ... . 399
Optical Wand
95
Card Reader
145
Printer (82143A)
283
HP-IL Module
95
Dig. Cassette Drive . .. 400
HP-IL Printer
335
Think Jet Printer
375
9114A Disk Drive
600
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BALLOON II
BUNCH
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The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co

VISIT OUR EXCITING
CARD, GIFT & PARTY SHOP

So Much More Than Balloons!
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255-9896
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1844 Post Road, Fairfield
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Val-Pak* 1985
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CASH E. CARRY ONLY
DELIVERY
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•
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HEWLETT
PACKARD

*While limited supplies last.
CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269
EXCEPT ILLINOIS, ALASKA
Accessories discounted loo MasterCard or VISA by phone
or mail Mail Cashier's check. Money Ord. Pers. Check (2 wks
toelr) Sorry noCOD's. Add WOO 1st item Si eaadcflshpg
t handl Shpts to IL address add 7<*b tax Prices subj to
change. University/College PO's Welcome. WRITE (no
calls) lor tree catalog 30-day return policy for defective
merchandise only ALL ELEK-TEK MERCHANDISE IS
BRAND NEW. 1ST QUALITY ANO COMPLETE

ELEK-TEK. He
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Arts & Entertainment

Spin-Offs
Sting Set Free
For starters, Sting does abandon his bass
for all but one cut on his album, The Dream of
the Blue Turtles LP. Despite this sad piece of
information, Sting also puts his colossal ego on
hold to bring to the surface a blended, but full
bodied sound. There are enough Police components to keep the trillions of fans pacified.
The stinger gives us all one thing we never seen
to lose hold of. First of all, 'If You Love Somebody, Set Them Free is an anti-single. Taking
a very old expression and repeating it many
times over is almost a certain ticket into the
danger zone. Sting, though, gets off the hook
with his uncanny knack of fusing different components of music to come up with something
fresh, the brooding and perpetually mounting
keyboards in 'Russians' is a spine tingler. Forget the lyrics on this one because Sting chose
the no win approach to it.The important factor
is that 'Russians' is a well orchestrated commitment. Zenyatta Mondata's 'Shadows in the Rain'
is a hyper reworking of the original. No complaints, no worry. The second side goes more
to jazz roots than anything else. This is most
evident in 'Moon Over Bourbon Street.' The
song 'We Work the Black Seam' confronts a man
coming to grips and coping with these radioactive times. All over record, Sting has shown
maturity and intellect. It is certainly a far cry
from the 'Roxannne' days. Sting has gone from
prostit-utes to preaching, as time goes by. Yes,
our friend Gordon pulled out an almost noncommercial for public consumption. This is
what is called a 'work' album. It isn't an easy
task to grace this album with open arms. But
believe me when I say to you that The Dream
of the Blue Turtles is more consistent than any
other Police record made. As Sting says, 'There
is a deeper world than this.' This my friends is
a record of depth.
-Sean R. O'Donnell

Going
Roundabout
Young dreams die hard. Or do they? Rick Wakeman and his fellow blokes from Yes always
created an aura of being larger than life. Like
them or not, they were grandiose with the
pretentious scheme that infuriated many while
spellbinding the rest. So to see the likes of Rick
Wakeman appear at Frank Cariola's Sundance
in Bayshore was by no means a comedown. But
it did seem a little strange to be an arm's length
away from the man deemed as a superstar a few
years back. The show that went down on this
partic-ular night was a quaint display wanting
to be something more. Wakeman came out,
sporting a full band, with an aqua colored cape
amidst a frantic packed house. Immediately if
not sooner, Wakeman captivated his disciples
with the use of his electric keyboard set up. Early in his set, he turned back time with excerpts
from his Journey to the Center of the Earth collection. He followed with some material from

his upcoming Silent Nights Lp due momentarily. Of the product performed from the new album, the title cut was a fitting representation
to where Wakeman has projected himself. The
new stutf is dreamy and atmo-spheric, but it has
enough pop to win new fans. One of Wakeman's
gems came around when he did three of the six
wives of Henry XIII. Here, Ann Bolin was real
moving, as it is on vinyl. He anchorite with the
full Journey to the Center of the Earth which
the band struggled through simply because of
the complexities of the 'tune.' When Mr. Rick
puts his mind to it, he is without question,
supreme. Playing nothing from the Yes catalogue was best for all concerned. Remember,
Yes is still in commission. His band, though
competent, was a faceless bunch giving Wakeman the total spotlight. This observation, though
not a life and death issue, could present a
problem somewhere down the line. Above all,
you have to respect a man who is not standing
on the hills od long forgotten yesterdays. The
opening act was John Ford, formerly of the
Strawbs (somebody else played with them on
this night). Ford's acoustic set was strictly out
of the Canterbury era. No worry though, he was
legitimately solid at what he did.

Not Fazed by
Phase IV
To pay respects to the 15th anniversary of both
boys and girls at Fairfield University, the school
put together a dance featuring the music of
Rosanna. Unfortunately, this band backed out
of the tremendous opportunity. The patrons at
this extravaganza had to settle for a Long Island
band called Phase IV. Without beating around
the bush, they were possibly the worst band to
grace the Oak Room stage in recent times. The
pain of settling for mediocrity was in full force
on this evening. It's time for a change.
Long Island, being a far superior place than
this sterile state, has to red in the face after Saturday's fiasco. Though the Long Island scene is
not astoundingly grand, it does have bands to
salivate over. Phase IV, not a competent cover
band, had to come in at last minute. To their
credit, they gave it their best. Unfortunately,
these guys couldn't get a bunch of convicts excited over their "show." They performed some
rancid versions of "Mony, Mony" and "Bang on
the Drum". The first of these had a keyboard
sound that didn't go. The latter had some horrendous backing vocals that failed to capture any
flair that Rundgren put into this song. Then this
band had the nerve to seguay into the Ramones.
Outrid copies of "I Wanna Be Sedated" and
"Rockaway Beach" were very painful to the ears.
Both lacked the fury of this bands' music. If the
vocals were off, that is understandable. But
Phases IV couldn't even get the guitar parts right.
Then this band had the gall to play Zep's "Rock
and Roll". Where did they come up with their
song selection? There can only be sober questions raised as to why this band could ever make
music. I couldn't even characterize this band as
third-rate. If I had my way, they wouldn't rate
at all.
How many more of these so-called musicians
are we going to get at this empire of enjoyment?
The wave of conservatism that sweeps the students of this campus is utterly sickening enough
to deal with. And the handlers who book these
events take no chances whatsoever. The lack of
risk which graces the territory here is nothing
short of a calamity. For Phase IV, I do not wish
you luck. As for the people in charge of this
educational edifice, it is certainly time for a
change. Let's start now before the rut gets unsurmountable.

A CUT AHEAD

Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women

KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
• $2.00 off with Fairfield I.D.

Wonderous Stories
First thing to report is the producer for the
upcoming Stones album will be produced by
Steve (U2, Big Country, XTC) Liliwhite
The new John Waite album has Johnny Thunders guest appearing on one cut
Bassist
extrodinaire Jeff Berlin has guest spots by Rush's
Neil Peart and Journey's Neal Schon and Steve
Smith
On his new LP the wild rumor
buzzing around is that the new Yes album will
be a three record set with one disc containing
live 90125 material while the other two being
a concept album similar to Tales From Topographic Oceans
Remember, this is only
a rumor ..... For pleasant and philosophical
reading, I Reccommend A Hitchhikers'Guide to
the Galaxy by British writer Douglas Adams
.... Look for Rocky IV by around Christmas
time
A Back to the Future sequel is already in the plans
Do not expect any Van
Hagar product until 1986
Do You want
to see either Tears For Fears, Sting, or Dire
Straits at Radio City?
Don't worry, tix are
all gobbled up .... I can't seemed to get excited
for another round of collegiate food
I
personally wish to extend my greetings towards

the fres man of 1989
Watch for that everpopular Mike Dunn on WVOF
Rudy
Sarzo has formed his own band with his brother
The bassist for Giuffria has taken his
place in Quiet Riot
Watch for the New
World String Quartet with David Shifrin on Septem ber 27 at the Oak Room
A couple of
my theme songs for this summer were 'Growin'
Up' by Bruce, 'Somebody' by Depeche Mode,
and 'Wanted Man' by Ratt
The cover of
Neil Young's new album is real intriguing
Ton Cruise's upcoming film looks nothing like Risky Business or All the Right Moves
I feel the changes made over the summer at Fairfield University are about as constructive as the Grim Reaper in heaven
Squeeze has to be the most overrated outfit today
New Nick Lowe (and his Cowboy
Outfit) is in the record stores
Did you
catch the Prince interview in Rolling stone yet?
Prince isn't that bad, he just shouldn't
be proclaimed as a king
Let's go Mets
I caught the first gig of the Irish band
The Adventures at the Ritz
Not bad at
all
Tempus Fugit

Lack Of Locomotion
One forgettable release form the "new" front
is brought to us courtesy of Ochestral Manuevers
In the Dark with their lackluster Crush LP Last
year's Junk Culture could have been a major
seller in they weren't in label transition. But now,
with OMD firmly established wiht A&M, they
ave finally aimed at the mass market. They are
probably right on target in their endeavor.
The main standbys of this "band" are still Paul
Humphreys and Andy McCloskey. The large
problem with Crush is it lacks the clever lines
and comtemporary keyboard hooks that made
songs like "Enola Gay" and "Electricity" so effective. Case in point is the single, "So In Love".
This Possess a sweet and syrupy texture with

angushing lyrics. Make up your mind, boys.
"Secret" is not so offending, but still nothing special. Above all, they blew it with the title cut.
It is much too drawn out and really horrid from
start to finish. The second side keeps the enigmatic momentum going. At least the cover holds
some merit.
After seeing OMD last year at Long Island's
nadir better known as Spize, I should have
figured they would have sold out in the worst
way. The typical WLIR female teen will be
fooled For the record, I wasn't. This isn't
Achitecture and Morality and even the uneven
Dazzle Ships record looks grand in contrast.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
Once Again You Can Have
Our Great Food Delivered
To Your Room
Experience Our:
Hot & Cold Deli Sandwiches • Gyros
Hot & Cold Grinders • Crispy Salads
Greek Specialties • Delicious Pizza
l
l
l
I
l

Buy 2 Gyros
Get 1 FREE
with Coupon

Buy 2 Pizzas
Get 1 FREE
with Coupon

(Offer Expires 9/26/85)

(Offer Expires 9/26/85)

259-1960
1342 KINGS HIGHWAY CUT-OFF, FAIRFIELD
(Directly Across From Carvel, Near McDonalds)
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For pizza that makes the
grade, call Domino's
Pizza.
■ Custom-made
with fresh ingredients.
Never frozen.
■ Pizza kept hot all the
way to your door by
delivery cars equipped
with specially
designed ovens and
insulated bags.
■ Guaranteed delivery in
30 minutes or less.
■ Crush-proof box.
■ America's pizza
delivery experts, with
over 2,500 stores
nationwide.

468 Tunxis Hill Rd.
Fairfield, CT
Store hours
4:30 PM-2 AM Sun.-Thurs.
4:30PM-3AMFri. &Sat.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

®

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
©1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Add pizzaz
to your
pizza!

Present this coupon for
$1.00 off any large pizza.

If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes,
present this coupon to
the driver to receive
$3.00 off your order.

One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 9/18/85
Fast, Free Delivery"

367-9956

One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 9/18/85

One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 9/18/85

468 Tunxis Hill Rd.

Fast, Free Delivery™

367-9956
|® 468 Tunxis Hill Rd.

L—_-—..—.—.

30 minute
guarantee

$1.00 off!

Jazz up any pizza with one j
item or more, and we'll give |
you another item free!

112087A

Fairfield Mirror

I®

112-0B7A

1

Fast, Free Delivery"'

367-9956
468 Tunxis Hill Rd.
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Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Respite
o hTincipaiuy oi
Great Britain
11 Seaman
12 Ancient
Hispania
14 Lease
15 Helped
17 Greek letter
18 Those holding
office
19 Item of property
20 Tropical fruit
21 Note of scale
22 Beer mug
23 Distance
measure
24 Newspaper
executives
26 Sedate
27 Lairs

■

2
1

3

28 Wild plum
29 Cubic meter
31 Bird
JI opare
35 Whips
36 Parent: coiloq.
37 Lamprey
38 Floats in air
39 Writing
implement
40 Latin
conjunction
41 Long-legged
bird
42 Tie
43 Mollify
45 Rents
47 Harvests
48 Finished

■

u
Si

4
5

1
1

*

IT

.4

57

I1

34
57
40

I

49

1

3 Rubber tree
4 Therefore
5 Rubbers on
pencils
5 Broaden

uuww
1 Ached
2 Ventilates

11

14

See Solution
next week

*

Cofe igePr M Service

1

7

8

9

"

•
«

1
■
■

■

J1

w

1

1
TT

1
■
W

T7~

z
^5"

Encourage
Conducted
Teutonic deity
Figure of
speech
11 English county
13 Boring tool
16 Egyptian
goddess
13
19 Make amends
20 Thread
22 Strict
23 Moroccan
natives
25 Standard of
perfection
26 Narrow, flat
boards
1 28 Shine
1 29 Rain and hail
■S3- 30 Seesaw
31 Scorch
32 Unlocked
33 Staffs
35 Peasants
38 Walk
39 Sit for portrait
41 Health resort
42 Evil
44 Maine: abbr.

■

■

7
8
9
10

««> r-nnier s

measure

*

(§

1984 United Feature Sync llcate

College Press Service

JOIN THE TEAM
• STAFF WRITERS • LAYOUT
• TYPE SETTERS • BUSINESS HELP
MEETINGS EVERY MONDAY
AT 7:30 p.m. IN 3rd FLOOR
BANNOW LOUNGE

Classifieds
Classified Ads
The Mirror will not accept any classified ad
without pre-payment. If you wish to place your
ad in the Counseling Center file as well as in
the Mirror for a $3 fee, please contact the Counseling Center or call the Mirror at 254-4000 ext.
2533.
Classified Ad hates
$4 for 15 words or less, $1 each additional 10
words. .
Help Wanted
Numbered listings refer to the card catalog in
the Counseling Center. Consult the catalog for
further job information.
Positions available NOW: The Fairfield Mirror is looking for four individuals to work as typesetters/office clerks. Learn newspaper
production techniques in an exciting on-campus
activity. Two will work Sat. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and two on Sunday same time. Schedules may
rotate according to individual needs. Great
chance to have fun and earn extra money. Contact Steve Humes at the Mirror. 255-8802 ro
254-4000 ext. 2533.
Immediate Temporary -1 or 2 students
to work 25-40 hrs. wk. Data entry, invoicing, special products, report running &
distribution.
#49,
Music and Art student to work at day
care center. Hrs. flexible.
#930
Someone with art background for art
gallery. Hrs. flex. Sats. a must.
#951 •
Room and bath in exchange for
childcre. Mon.-Fri. 3-6 p.m.

Various positions in tanning salon.
Hrs. flex. Apply in person: Toni, Tanique.
1630 Post Rd. Fairfield
#938
1—#

Housekeeping Thurs. & Fri. afternoons.
$5 hr. 1 or 2 students.
#943
Dockwork help Mon.-Fri. evenings.
#944
Math/Tutor needed for 13 yr. old.
#947
Parking attendant for restaurant in Norwalk. Fridays & Sats. 5-9 p.m.
- _„
#950
Someone with art background for art
gallery. Hrs. flex. Sats. a must.
#951
Room and bath in exchange for childcare.
Mon.-Fri. 3-6 p.m.
#962
Journalism/English Major to write
press releases for press releases for
paper. $5.25 hr. 20 hrs. week. Also, some
knowledge of Apple II computer. (Bulk
mail of press releases.)
#011
Sales. Hrs. flex, p/t or full-time. Retail
sales, stock, inventory, display and design.
#018
Light Housework. 2 hrs. 3 mornings a
week.
#004
Dogsitter- 3 nights a week. Tue., Wed.,
Thurs., Hrs. flex. Take dog for walk while
owner is at work. Responsible person.
Must like dogs. Good oppor. to study. $15
week.
#0Q7

Secretary part-time for insurance broker in Southport. Experience helpful. Will
train
#939

Recreational worker: BAor in rec. field.
Provide direct service to client. Develop
treatment plans to establish rec. programs. Int. in art, crafts. Maintain client
records. 20 hrs. wk. flex.-hrs. $7 hr.^_#008

Office Work Wed. thru Sun. 4 p.m.Midnight. Reservations: customer orders; checking flights.
^g. 1

Live-in exchange for babysitting. See
children off to school in morning then be
there after school.
#977

Mother's Helper. Hrs. flex.

Indoor painting.

#063

#971

Secretarial, typing, bookkeeping & fil, ing. 1 day per week. >
#979
Weekend staffing at museum. Ability
to deal with public, reliable, neat. Interest
in national history is helpful, not req'd.
$5/hr.
#003
Stock, cashier, deli and cleanup positions. Afternoons.
#010
Housekeeping Thurs. & Fri. afternoons.
$5 hr. 1 or 2 students.
#943
Dockwork help Mon.-Fri. evenings.
#944
Math/Tutor needed for 13 yr. old.
#947
Parking attendant for restaurant in Norwalk. Fridays & Sats. 5-9 p.m.
#950
Food preparation and dishwasher evenings during wk., and Sat. A.M. Able to
drive standard shift.
#019
2 positions—1. programmer, hrs. flex,
afternoons
or
evenings.
2.
administrator—data entry. Hrs. mornings.
#020
Driver. Morning and evenings.

#022

Mail clerk. Heavy lifting; need car.
2:30-5:30 p.m.
#025
General booking. Salary depends on
experience.
#026
Counter help. Hrs. flex. 12 Noon-1 a.m.
$3.50 hr.
#027
Mother's helper for September. $5 hr.
Hrs;"3-6 pm Days flex, some evenings.
v :
#028

VOLUNTEER TUTOR
CLEMENTE SCHOOL, 1055 Pembroke St.,
Bridgeport, CT is looking for a VOLUNTEER TUTOR. The person would be tutoring Spanish
speaking 3rd graders in ENGLISH. Two Mornings A Week-Two Hours Each Day
Call: FRANK BRIA at 576-7470 or 335-1890.
You will need to provide your own transportation.
15 minutes away from Fairfield University.
Contact: Susan Connery in Campus Ministry for
details.

LET
MIRROR
CLASSIFIEDS
WORK
FOR YOU
AN EASY AND
EFFECTIVE WAY TO
REACH EVERYONE
ON CAMPUS.
WHETHER YOU HAVE
SOMETHING TO
SELL, A SERVICE TO
RENDER, OR JUST
WANT TO SEND A
MESSAGE TO SOMEONE ELSE, PUT THE
MIRROR TO WORK
FOR YOU.
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Let the Games Begin
The Fairfield Olympics, which took place last
Monday, is a tradition. Every yejaf'the freshmen, an assemblage of athletes aii$;nf5j»athletes,
gather to participate in events which are not
designed to test athletic ability at all. Rather,
it is an event which takes place only to test the
guts, guile, and sturdiness of backbones of these
incoming students. Countless freshman particMeet me at the summit.

ipated in the egg toss, probably the most dangerous of all food related sports; while those
who like the smell and feel of feet gripping their
heads attempt the greased pole; and, finally, for
the less aggressive is volleyball, a more aesthetic
sport for those easily offended by contact sports.
But the bottom line was mindless fun, and on
that scale , the Fairfield Olympics was a success.

[Photo by Karen Haney]

U.S.A.!

HOT STUDEMS
The most advanced study Millions have discovered the Discover DIANETICS.
aid you have — your
keys to successful living — Buy this book today!
own mk'i.
and so can you.
Get a copy of DIANETICS wherever
Achieving the success you want in
school, and in life, requires concentra
tion. discipline, and using your abilities
to the fullest.
Yet you may be running at a fraction
of your true potential.
The human mind is the most valuable
tool you have to achieve the success you
want. It is far more advanced thar. even
the most sophisticated computers. Its
potential is nearly infinite. But how do
you realize that potential?

DIANFnCS™ technology
helps you understand and
use your mind to its fullest

"DIANETICS has provided the tools
to understand and make life go my
way."
Diana Venegas, Fashion designer

"With DIANETICS. I am able to
honestly and confidently communicate
Millions are now discovering DIANET- with others in business and get results."
L.F. Byrnes. President
ICS technology, a revolutionary new
Microcomputer software company
approach to the mind and life.
DIANETICS. the bestselling book by
L Ron Hubbard, is about understanding your mind, and using its full potenFor more information on DIANETICS,
tial to live a happier, more rewarding
or to order books by phone, calf
life. Through the pages of this remark
1-800-367-8788
able book, you'll discover:
• How to remove the mental blocks
that can inhibit memory.
I want io learn how to improve my life
• The keys to increasing mental
with DIANETICS. Please send me a
speed and ability.
copy
of the book DIANETICS rights away. Enclosed is my
• How to USE your mind more
check/money order for $5.00 to cover my order (including posefficiently, with concentration and
tage and handling).
discipline, to leam more in less
time.
NAME
PHONE
• The hidden barriers to happiness
and fulinilmcm — and how you
can handle them.
ADDRESS
APT. NO
• How to believe in yourself and
reach for what YOU want in your
life.
CITY
STATE
ZIP

BRING YOUR LISTS TO US!
We have everything you need for your art classes
— drafting, design, drawing and painting supplies
of all kinds, plus easels, tables, lamps and accessories.

□Yfes!

MANY BACK TOSCHOOL SPECIALS!

MAXs

art supplies
68 post road east phone 226-0716

paperbacks are sold.
DIANETICS is one of the most popular
Or order direct from the publisher,
self help books in America today, with using the order form below. Just send
nearly 8 million copies sold. People all $5.00 (which includes postage and han
over the world use DIANETICS dling) to Bridge Publications, Dept. C,
technology to improve their lives and 14I4 North Cataiina St.. Los Angeles,
accomplish what they really want.
CA 90029.
"Thanks to DIANETICS. I continue
to achieve my goals."
Chick Corea. top jazz keyboardist
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Pumping Iron II: Anita P. Concocts Her Own Formula for Fitness
Fairfield Senior Reshapes the Definition of Femininity
The dictionary defines femininity as 'the quality or nature of being feminine, or womankind.'
This definition is obviously unsatisfactory. Most
of us, through our exposure to television and
other media, perceive women through the eyes
of Playboy magazine. Yet the images Playboy
convey to the public about women are narrow
and unreal. With the explosion of attention
given to women's bodybuilding, women
bodybuilders are gradually helping to reshape
the definition of femininity. Anita Petruzzelli
is one bodybuilder who is taking part in reforming society's perceptions of women and how
they should look. Only 5T, 94 lbs., Anita is
an attractive, petite, brunette whose dedication
and obsession with fitness has earned her recognition in bodybuilding circles and respect from
her peers. Hardly the person who fits the stereotypical bodybuilding mold, Anita is a modest,
amiable person who exudes self confidence and
a determination to extract from herself nothing
less than the best. A Biology major with a 3.7
GPA and a desire to attend medical school
(Dentistry), the Fairfield senior has already
competed in three bodybuilding contests: The
Miss Naugatuck Valley where she placed second, The Natural Connecticut where she
placed firsthand The Connecticut where she
placed second in doubles competition. In the
summer after her freshman year, Anita fell ill.
So, she decided from then on, she would exercise to improve her health — she chose
body building. In two years Anita Petruzzelli has
come a long way, so I decided to interview her.
Here's her story: MIRROR: Most girls think
they will become Miss Musclewoman, thus less
feminine, if they started working out with
weights. What's your opinion? ANITA: There
are three body types; a girl may never be able
to build the kind of muscle that a guy can because a girl has less of a hormone, testosterone, which is instrumental in the development
of muscle bulk. However, there can be a few
exceptions. I think, though, it makes a woman
'more' feminine. When I go to the beach people look at me more now than they did before.
My body is more symmetrical, more in proportion. I think a solid, muscular, athletic body is
more attractive than, say, Brooke Shields' body.
MIRROR: What would be your advice to a girl
who wants to start weightlifting? ANITA: Your
best bet would be to go to a spa or a Nautilus
to start because you might not like it initially.
Using free weights you will need someone to
spot you and to show you the proper way to
use them, same with the machines. Machines
are easier to use, so you'd probably start with
them. However, if you like the benefits you are
getting from the machines and you decided you
wanted to build more muscle, you could go on
to free weights. MIRROR: When you go to the
gym do you feel like you are being pushed when
someone is waiting to use a machine you are
using? ANITA: No, I feel the atmosphere of
the gym helps me a lot. When I started out in
the gym I didn't go with a friend like a lot of
people do, I would work out by myself. Now
I train with my boyfriend (also a bodybuilder)
and it's nice to have someone work with you
and push you. But I also like to sometimes go
into the gym by myself and get my aggression
out that day. When there are people in the
weightroom, however, they are pretty polite.
We all work in sets so that one person will be
working out while another is resting. Sometimes
a man thinks because you're a woman he can
get away with pushing you. But since I've been
there for two years, people know me and they
treat me as an equal because they've given you
that time to show them you're seri ous, and that
you're not in there to pick up guys (ha,ha).
MIRROR: Why has weightlifting become so big
for women? Has sex appeal shifted from flesh
to muscle? ANITA: I think the popularity of
it has to do with women's desire to be equal with
men and, also, their desire to develop their bodies to their fullest potential. MIRROR: Has the
discipline of weightlifting helped you in other
areas? ANITA: I feel it has. A good reason for
starting was to have a break from school. When
I've had a hard day at school, I can just go
the gym and it's, I wouldn't say completely unintellectual, but just different from being in
school. There is a different environment, different people; people treat you differently. In the
gym there are people from all walks of life:
there are teachers, students, blue collar workers., businessmen, and that makes the gym interesting. Plus, after that workout in the
morning, I feel wide awake and I concentrate
better in school. MIRROR: What does your diet
consist of? ANITA: When dieting for contests,
I ate 700-1000 calories a day which consists of:
broiled skinless chicken, steamed vegetables,
an^casipnaljDlain baked_potato usually once
or twice a week, one slice of plain whole wheat

by Dave DeFusco
bread, a lot of salad with no dressing, one piece body with donuts, ice cream, and cookies. But
of fruit, no salt, no sugar, no diet soda; just very I had to fight it, though, for a month and a half.
natural things, and it was balanced — no fat, Eating sugarey foods, now, makes me feel bad.
I remember after a contest I went out and had
a lot of protein and carbohydrates. MIRROR:
Do you change your diet before competitions? two pieces of pizza and I just felt so disgusted,
ANITA: One week before competition I go on and I hadn't even eaten all day. MIRROR: Does
a diet called 'no carbs.' This means I deplete that sort of discipline tend to become a negamy body of all carbohydrates and try to burn tive aspect of your regimen? ANITA: No, but
all the glycogen (chief storage carbohydrate in I think you become supercritical of your body.
animals) in my muscles. So I just eat protein Before I lifted weights I was unhappy with my
for three days, and I must be careful because body; I used to get winded when I walked up
my body might go into Ketosis. Therefore I the hill to the Campus Center. Now I'm happy
check my urine with Ketostix and once I find and I'm always striving for perfection. MIRmy body has been depleted of carbohydrates ROR: Do you find it hard being happy always
those three days, I then work out very hard.
striving for perfection? ANITA: No, because
I'm always trying to do the best I can and 'that'
MIRROR: What are the results? ANITA: My

/QgHiach

prefer? ANITA: fBjwfree weights and some
machines. When I go to Hartford to train at
Zak's. I use a universal and a nautilus. I prefer
free weights, though, because I'm used to them.
I build more size and I have a fuller range of
motion with free weights than with a nautilus
machine. But there are certain machines on the
nautilus I like, such as the Pec Dec (exercises
pectoral muscles which are the chest muscles)
and bicep machines. Machines can be a problem
for me, though, because I'm short and sometimes I can't adjust them so I can be comfortable. MIRROR: How do you maintain
flexibility? ANITA: I stretch before every workout which is most important for muscle flexibility. I also ride a bike for a few minutes and
I do pushups to stretch my chest, back, and
arms. MIRROR: What is the key to sustaining
a weightlifting regimen? ANITA: It becomes
part of the daily routine. If I don't go to the gym
every day, I feel like I'm cheating myself, I feel
guilty. A lot of people say they don't have time
to work out, I find I always have time. I go to
school fulltime, I have a job, I work out, and
I also go out. Maybe working out means you're
not going to watch television or talk on the
phone for two hours. MIRROR: Is breathing
important for weightlifting? ANITA: Yes, it is.
Running is very important. It took me awhile
to get into it, but it's very good for your heart.
When I had my pulse taken it was 58. The doctor said it was incredible. Good stamina is especially important when you do a heavy set of
squats (a leg lift where weight is balanced on
one's shoulders while doing a deep knee bend).
MIRROR: When you compete do the judges
know what they're looking for? ANITA: Since
women's bodybuilding is relatively new, I feel
the judges are having a hard time deciding exactly what they're looking for in a woman. I
don't think they want a woman to look like a
man, but they want the woman's muscles to look
defined. They want a woman's body to be symmetrical, in proportion, but still feminine.
They're not looking for mass or striations in a
woman's muscles. MIRROR: Do you think
there is politics in the judging of competitions?
ANITA: I think judging is realjy subjective.
What appeals to one person is not going to appeal to someone else. If I do place or don't place
(in competition), it doesn't bother me because
I'm competing against myself and I know at
those contests that I look the best I can. There
are three different associations in the world of
body building the AMBC (the 'Natural'), the
NPC (National Physique Committee), and the
AAU (American Amateur). Sometimes when
yu participate in one, it may be held against you
by the judges in the association you are competing in. MIRROR: Is it analogous to the WBC
and WBA in boxing-two different titles? ANITA: Exactly. MIRROR: Do most women take
steroids when they compete? ANITA: I don't
think a lot of them take steroids. Only when
you get into higher level competitions, then a
lot of people are taking them. MIRROR: Do '
you take steroids? ANITA: No, I would never
take them. MIRROR: What is the atmosphere
at contests? ANITA: I never had so much fun
in my life at the contests. The majority of people (girls and guys I competed against) were
friendly, supportive, helpful, and appreciative
of what you've accomplished and how you look.
There are some though, who become resentful
during competitions. However, to me a trophy
isn't that important. MIRROR: What's the routine during the competitions? ANITA: There
are three phases or rounds to a competition. The
first round is relaxed, when the judges assess
symmetry and proportions by having us make
quarter turns to the right and left and so on. The
second phase consists of mandatory poses done
in a lineup with other bodybuilders in your own
class, so comparisons can be made. There are
five basic mandatory poses: the front and back
double bicep poses, the abdominal pose, tricep
poses, and a lat spread (back muscles). The final phase consists of free consists of a free posAnita P. poses the question "What is femininity."
ing, where in 90 seconds you can do a
choreographed routine to music using the five
body gets really flat and, one time, I lost seven makes me feel happy. I've seen how far I've
pounds in three days and my abdominal mus- come in two years. I placed in three of my combasic poses and variations of them. MIRROR:
How important is posing? ANITA: I spend half
cles look really great. By the third day I have petitions. MIRROR: What is your routine? ANno energy because the body gets its energy from ITA: I workout six days a week with Sunday
an hour on posing every night. I think you have
carbohydrates. Then the next two days I load off. On Monday I exercise my chest, shoulders,
to spend as much time on posing as on workup on carbohydrates, but not junk. I eat food and triceps. On Tuesday I do my back and biing out. A woman has to be graceful. MIRROR:
Any woman mentors? ANITA: Yes, Rachel
such as potatoes, fruit, and whole wheat bread. ceps, and on Wednesday I focus on my legs.
McLish-MissOlympia. MIRROR: Do you have
That puts the water back into your muscles I, then, repeat the process. Even the one day
any future plans? ANITA: I would like to comwhich makes them fuller. I also don't drink fluid I have off I either run three miles, ride a bike,
the last day before competition. MIRROR: Af- or work on my abdominal muscles. MIRROR:
pete in the Connecticut again next year. I can't
ter a competition don't you feel like returning Is there a reason you split your routine into
say I want to amke a career out of body buildto a less restictive diet? ANITA: There is no separate days? ANITA: The concept behind the
ing because I'm in school to get into medicine,
(dentistry). But if I could win the Connecticut,
normal for me anymore. My 'normal' now is split routine is called Push 'n Pull. The exerI would like to compete on a national level. I
eating broiled chicken, steamed vegetables etc. cises for your chest, shoulders, and triceps rethink
I'll be lifting weighjs for the rest of my
but just in bigger amounts. If I'm weightlifting
31
to malce"my"Body healthy,T shouldn't fill my * puTT'to exercise them. MIRROR: Do you use
lite: too'! "■'>**^
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Sports
13th / Friday
Baseball - STAGS at
home vs. New Haven,
3:30 p.m.

14th / Saturday
Baseball - STAGS at
home vs. Quinnipiac,
Doubleheader, 12 noon

17th / Tuesday
Soccer - STAGS at
home vs. lona, 4 p.m.
Alumni Field

18th / Wednesday
Tennis - LADY STAGS at home
vs. N. Haven, 3 p.m.
Field Hockey - LADY STAGS at
home vs. Trinity,
3:30 p.m., Barlow Field

Ready for Another Grid-Grinding Season
by Richard Occhiuto
Respect and support is what we want here.
Yeah, we're a club but we work just as hard as
any varsity sport at Fairfield, and we can also
boast an increase in participation over last year.
We also have visions of Division III rankings
dancing in our heads. We're a growing, improving, enthusiastic club which will entertain you
with solid football. So check us out, there's more
to sports here than basketball. This year we have
returned for the 1985 season with the largest enrollment in the club's history. Fr. Victor Leeber, coach Michael Treglia, and I, Richard
Occhiuto (club president), have worked diligently over the summer to give the team everything
it needed for a winning season. The team's tricaptains, John Russotto, Jim Portella, and Al
Minieri are sporting a positive attitude about the
season. Returning coach Mike Treglia, along
with six assistant coaches, has been practicing
with' the tearj-i in spite' of a delayed opening of
the football camp. The club is supported by
officers Jennifer Arato, Denise Courcy, Mary
Price, and Deena Moyher, as well as many other
nonplaying members. The season's schedule
promises to be a competitive one. The season
opens on September 21 against Manhattan College. Coach Michael Treglia feels that a victory against Manhattan will give the team the
needed thrust for the upcoming season. Coach
Treglia is not only looking for a winning season, but a spot in the playoffs. He feels the increase in size (numbers), determination, and
support are the necessary ingredients for a winning season.

The Football Club touches down for another season

URGENT!

Men's Basketball Team
Needs Managers
by Dave DeFusco
Mitch Buonaguro, head coach of the Fairfield
Stags men's basketball team, has put out an
A.P.B. for all interested students to fill fourpositions on the team as managers. Specifically,
Buonaguro is looking for a senior, junior, sophomore, and freshman to commit himself or herself to the team for the entire season by assisting
in the daily operation of the program. Commitment, here, is the key word. One of the criteria
for the job as manager is acceptable grades, for
the manager will spend a lot of time with the
team. "The position of manager will be just as
important as the position of coach, but he or she
will be considered like another player," cites
Buonaguro. If the manager needs assistance with
schoolwork or in other areas, he or she will
receive it.

There will also be numerous advantages to the
job, such as firsthand experience in running a
basketball program. The four who will be selected will participate in administrative, communication, and travel duties. The manager, for
instance, will serve as travel agent where he or
she will book flights, hotels, etc. The manager
will also serve as a go-between with players and
coaches, do clerical work such as writing letters to recruits, and document expense accounts
from the team's travels. "It's great experience,
businesswise and sportswise," adds Buonaguro.
The manager will be on-court with the team (a
prime opportunity to learn how a team is run)
taking stats and working the shot clock.
If you are interested, contact Mitch Buonaguro
immediately. His office is in Alumni Hall.

Their Goal is Winning
by Dave DeFusco
After a dismal season in which the soccer
team compiled a 4-17 record last year, the Stags
plan to rebound strongly. This team is working out as if it were playing Italy in the World
Cup Soccer finals tomorrow. Their aim is to
win every game, but the consensus seems to be
that it is more practical and realistic to expect
a .500 season, which is quite acceptable given
that last years percentage was . 190. Jim Roche,
a fullback and presently injured, cites that the
team this year has pulled together and is working extraordinarily hard to achieve a turnaround. Physically, it seems, they are being
pushed to their limits. The team is enjoying triple sessions presently: they run timed two mile
runs everyday, they practice daily in the afternoons going through offensive and defensive

drills to improve fundamentals, and they run
approximately six miles in sprints, plus, scrimmages every night. Jim Kuhlmann, head coach,
obviously doesn't fool around and Roche, one
of the beneficiaries of these gruelling workouts,
tends to agree. He comments that Kuhlmann has
been around and surely knows his stuff. Two
seniors have graduated the team and two exist
on the present team, however most of the team
consists of sophomores — a good sign for the
future health of the team. The Stags expect immediate benefits from two frosh - Patrick
Robb, a forward, and Andrew McMahon, a
fullback. Also expected to contribute are Paul
Carroll, goalie; Eric McLaughlin, forward; and
co-captains Kevin Mclntyre, sweeper (defenseman) and Matt Batton. The Stags are in action
against lona, at home, next Tuesday, September 17. So, be there.

Did You Know . . .
...The highest game total in the NBA is 370 points in the Detroit
Pistons' 186-184 victory over the Denver Nuggets in 1983?
...Mikael Palmquist (Sweden) juggled a regulation soccerball for
12 hours 15 minutes non-stop with feet, legs, and head without
the ball ever touching the ground?
.. The worst attendance for a college football game was recorded
on Nov. 12,1955 in a game between Wash. State and San Jose
State in Wash. It was played in spite of high winds and a
temperature of 0° F. Total paid attendance of 1.
Stags' heads spin as Marist twirls to victory, 4-1.
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